
 

 

COUNTY OF SAN MATEO 
PLANNING AND BUILDING DEPARTMENT 

 
 

DATE:  May 16, 2019 
 
TO: Zoning Hearing Officer  
 
FROM: Planning Staff 
 
SUBJECT: Consideration of a Use Permit, pursuant to Section 6500 of the San Mateo 

County Zoning Regulations, to install a new wireless telecommunication 
facility on an existing joint utility pole located in the public right-of-way in 
front of 1175 Parrott Drive in the unincorporated San Mateo Highlands 
area of San Mateo County.  This item was continued from the November 
15, 2018 Zoning Hearing Officer hearing to allow the public additional time 
to review the application. 

 
 County File Numbers:  PLN 2018-00079 (Verizon Wireless/Modus) 
 
PROPOSAL 
 
The applicant proposes to install new wireless telecommunication facility on an existing 
joint utility pole located in the public right-of-way in front of 1175 Parrott Drive in the 
unincorporated San Mateo Highlands area.  The new facility will consist of a 7-foot pole 
extension, one 4-foot tall cylindrical antenna, and ancillary pole mounted equipment 
boxes.  The new facility will have an effective height of 48’-11” above grade where the 
maximum allowed height is 36 feet above grade.  No grading or tree removal activities 
are proposed. 
 
This item was continued from the November 15, 2018 Zoning Hearing Officer meeting 
to allow members of the public additional time to review the proposed project.  In 
response to public comments received, the applicant has evaluated the feasibility of 
locating the proposed antenna below the existing powerlines to reduce the facility’s 
overall height.  The applicant has determined that such a location is not feasible due to 
inadequate clearance between the communication lines, powerlines, and the proposed 
antenna.  Consequently, the applicant has elected to request a decision on their original 
proposal. 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
That the Zoning Hearing Officer approve the Use Permit, County File Number 
PLN 2018-00079, by making the required findings and adopting the conditions of 
approval listed in Attachment A. 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
Report Prepared By:  Laura Richstone, Project Planner, 650/363-1829 
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Applicant:  Verizon Wireless c/o Modus 
 
Land Owner:  San Mateo County Department of Public Works 
 
Pole Owner:  PG&E 
 
Location:  Public Right-of-Way in front of 1175 Parrott Drive 
 
APN:  Public Right-of-Way adjacent to 038-130-120 
 
Existing Zoning:  R-1/S-8 (Single-Family Residential/Minimum Lot Size 7,500 sq. ft.) 
 
General Plan Designation:  Medium Low Density Residential Urban 
 
Flood Zone:  Zone X (area of minimal flood risk); FEMA Panel No. 06081C 0165E; 
Effective October 16, 2012 
 
Sphere of Influence:  City of San Mateo 
 
Existing Land Use:  Utility Pole in the Public Right-of-Way 
 
Environmental Evaluation:  All projects are categorically exempt under the provisions of 
Class 3, Section 15303, of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines 
for the construction of a new small structure and the installation of small new equipment 
and facilities within a small structure. 
 
Setting:  The proposed project sites are located on existing utility poles in the public 
right-of-way (ROW) north of Highway 92 and east of Highway 280, in the 
unincorporated San Mateo Highlands area of San Mateo County.  All proposed project 
sites are located in urbanized single-family residential neighborhoods. 
 
Chronology: 
 
Date  Action 
 
April 11, 2018 - Use Permit application submitted. 
 
September 24, 2018 - Application deemed complete. 
 
November 15, 2018 - Project continued from the Zoning Hearing Officer Public 

Hearing to allow additional time for public review. 
 
February 21, 2019 - Project continued from the Zoning Hearing Officer Public 

Hearing at the request of the applicant.  
 
March 21, 2019 - Project continued from the Zoning Hearing Officer Public 

Hearing to allow additional time for staff to respond to 
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subsequent materials submitted by the applicant in response 
to public comments. 

 
May 16, 2019 - Zoning Hearing Officer Public Hearing. 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
A. KEY ISSUES 
 
 1. Compliance with the General Plan 
 
  Staff has determined that the proposed project complies with all applicable 

County General Plan policies, specifically: 
 
  Visual Quality Policies 
 
  Policy 4.21 (Utility Structures) requires minimizing adverse visual impacts 

generated by utility structures.  The project site is located within the public 
right-of-way (ROW) along local roads in an urban single-family residential 
area.  To reduce the visual impacts of the proposed project, the antenna 
and mounted equipment, located 48’-11” above grade, will be painted to 
match the existing utility pole and shall be constructed of non-reflective 
materials. 

 
 2. Compliance with the Zoning Regulations 
 
  The proposed project is located within the public ROW in the R-1/S-8 (San 

Mateo Highlands) Zoning Districts.  Zoning District standards, with the 
exception of height are not applicable to projects located within the ROW. 

 
  The proposed project consists of a 7-foot pole extension, one cylindrical 

antenna (approximately 4 feet tall), and ancillary pole mounted equipment 
and will exceed the 36-foot height limit of the R-1/S-8 Zoning District.  
Classified as a public utility, the safe installation and maintenance of 
wireless facilities is controlled by the California Public Utilities Commission 
(CPUC).  General Order No. 95 (GO95), mandated by the CPUC, requires a 
6-foot vertical separation between all cellular antennas and the nearest 
adjacent power supply lines.  With existing primary and secondary power 
supply lines located at the top of the pole and communication lines located 
in the middle, the applicant has proposed to extend the height of the utility 
pole using a pole extension bracket to achieve this 6-foot vertical safety 
separation.  With an existing pole height of 38’-5” the proposed project 
would increase the effective height of the utility pole from 38’-5” to 48’-11” 
above grade (See Table 1) and exceed the maximum allowed height for 
new wireless facilities in order to comply with minimum safety separation 
standards mandated by the State (see below for further discussion 
regarding height). 
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  Section 6512.2.I.2 (Development and Design Standards for New Wireless 
Facilities That Are Not Co-Location Facilities) 

 
  Section 6512.2.I.2 of the San Mateo County Zoning Regulations provides 

height allowances for utility infrastructure (i.e. wireless facilities) located in 
the right-of-way.  The Section states that, in any Residential (R) District, no 
monopole or antenna shall exceed the maximum height for structures 
allowed in that district, except that new equipment on an existing facility in 
the public right-of-way shall be allowed to exceed the maximum height for 
structures allowed in that district by 10% or 5 feet, whichever is less.  With a 
maximum district height of 36 feet, this provision would allow a maximum 
pole height of 39’-7”.  As outlined in the table below, the addition of the 
extension bracket coupled with the height of the antenna itself would add an 
average of 11 feet to the existing utility pole, result in an effective height of 
48’-11” and would not adhere with the height limitations contained within 
Section 6512.2.I.2.  In an effort to comply with both State safety standards 
and local height regulations the applicant provided an alternative pole 
analysis and a side arm mount analysis to determine the feasibility of 
locating the proposed equipment on a nearby pole or locating the equipment 
lower on the subject pole. 

 
Table 1 

Zoning District Maximum 
District 
Height 

Maximum 
Allowed Antenna 

Height  

Existing 
Pole Height 

Proposed Pole 
and Equipment 

Height 

R-1/S-8 36’ 39’-7’’ 37’-8’’ 48’-11’’ 

 
 Alternative Site Analysis 

 
 Verizon Wireless has identified this area of San Mateo Highlands as an area 

with marginal cellular coverage and has proposed a small wireless facility to 
improve cellular coverage, decrease dropped calls, and increase data 
capacity for the greater community and transient traffic by increasing signal 
propagation and unloading data traffic from the larger network.  Small cell 
facilities typically cover a small geographic range (500-1,000-foot radius 
depending on topography) and must be located within, or in close proximity 
to identified target areas.  In an effort to relocate the proposed project on 
adjacent nearby utility poles that would achieve the same level of service as 
the proposed utility pole and adhere both to the District’s height regulations 
and State safety standards, the applicant performed an alternative utility 
pole analysis (Attachment E).  The poles identified in this analysis either:  
(1) did not have adequate space to support the proposed equipment or; 
(2) the equipment would require extension brackets to comply with the 
GO95 and thus exceed the height criteria of Section 6512.2.I.2 (See 
Section 3.a. below for further discussion) 
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  Side Arm Mount Analysis 
 
  The applicant also explored the feasibility of locating the proposed antenna 

between the secondary power and communication lines using a side arm 
mount in an effort to comply with State safety standards (GO95) and local 
height regulations.  Submitted on March 5, 2019, the side mount analysis 
concluded that a side arm mount is not a feasible alternative for the 
proposed antenna. 

 
  From the top of the subject utility pole moving downwards, the existing pole 

consists of primary powerlines (38’-5” above grade) secondary power lines 
(32’-6”) and communication lines (21’-11” and 20’-1”).  As the overriding 
safety regulatory agency, the CPUC prohibits locating antennas between 
primary and secondary powerlines but does allow antennas to be located 
between the secondary powerlines and communication lines providing 
certain separation requirements are achieved.  A minimum of 12-feet of 
clearance would be required to locate the proposed antenna between the 
secondary powerlines and communication lines.  This 12-foot separation 
consists of: (1) a 6-foot separation from the bottom of the secondary 
powerlines to the top of the proposed antenna, (2) the proposed 4-foot 
antenna and (3) a 2-foot separation from the bottom of the antenna to the 
top of the communication lines.  The current separation between the 
secondary power lines and the communication lines is only 8’-1” where 
12 feet would be required to locate the antenna there per State safety 
standards. 

 
  Possible Relocation of Primary and Secondary Power Lines to 

Accommodate Side Arm Mount 
 
  As part of the feasibility analysis, the applicant evaluated the possibility of 

moving the secondary powerlines further up the pole and the 
communication lines further down the pole to create 12-feet of vertical 
clearance.  PG&E requires a 6-foot minimum separation between the 
primary and secondary powerlines.  With a current separation of 5’-11” the 
secondary powerlines cannot be moved further up the pole to provide more 
vertical spacing. 

 
  Possible Relocation of Communication Lines to Accommodate Side Arm 

Mount 
 
  The applicant also explored the possibility of shifting the communication 

lines farther down the pole in an effort to create the required 12-foot 
separation.  Two separate communication lines (21’-11” and 20’-1” above 
grade) are located on the subject utility pole.  Per CPUC regulations, 
communication lines shall be located a minimum of 18 feet above grade.  
Dropping the communication lines to 18 feet would only create a separation 
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of 10’-2” where 12 feet is required.1  The applicant concluded that the side 
arm mount antenna is not physically feasible given the required separation 
requirements. 

 
 Imposition of the County’s height regulations in conjunction with the 

requirements of GO95 would effectively prohibit the installation of a wireless 
facility in the identified service area due to the fact that:  (1) no other feasible 
alternative sites were identified, (2) local jurisdictions cannot require 
wireless facilities to locate outside of the right-of-way, and (3) local 
jurisdictions cannot require providers to consider alternatives outside of the 
right-of-way.  If additional height is not granted, the proposed project could 
not be placed on utility poles located in the target area and service could not 
effectively be extended to this area of San Mateo Highlands.  When the 
application of the County’s height criteria results in the effective prohibition 
of wireless facilities in an identified target area, local regulations (i.e., height 
in this case) are preempted by Federal law.  In this instance, though the 
proposed project will exceed the height limit of the Zoning District, State 
(i.e., GO95) and Federal regulations supersede local regulations.  Based on 
the foregoing, the applicant has requested that the proposed project be 
permitted to exceed the 36-foot height limitation to meet State (GO95) 
minimum safety requirements. 

 
 3. Compliance with the Wireless Telecommunication Facilities Ordinance 
 
  Staff has reviewed the project against the provisions of the Wireless 

Telecommunications Facilities (WTF) Ordinance and determined that the 
project complies with the applicable standards discussed below: 

 
  a. Development and Design Standards 
 
   Section 6512.2.A prohibits location in a Sensitive Habitat as 

defined by Policy 1.8 of the General Plan for facilities proposed 
outside the Coastal Zone. 

 
   The proposed project is not located in or near mapped sensitive 

habitats, as defined by Policy 1.8 of the General Plan. 
 
   Section 6512.2.B prohibits wireless facilities to be located in 

residential-zoned areas, unless the applicant demonstrates 
that no other site allows feasible or adequate capacity and 
coverage.  Evidence shall include an alternative site analysis 
within 2.5 miles of the proposed facility. 

 
   The proposed facility will be located on existing joint utility pole in the 

public right-of-way within the R-1/S-8 Zoning District.  As mentioned 
                                            
1 Communication lines have a tendency to sag from pole to pole.  The calculation of moving the 
communication lines to 18 feet above grade does not account for this sag.  As such, the communication 
line attachment to the pole could not feasibly be shifted down to 18 feet due to the sag in the lines.  
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previously, the proposed project employs small cell technology which 
requires sites to be placed closer to identified target areas than more 
traditional macro cell sites.   Adopted before the advent of small cell 
technology, Section 6412.2.B the WTF Ordinance was written to limit 
the proliferation of macro cell towers in residential areas unless no 
other feasible alternative site existed.  Recent State and Federal laws, 
however, have preempted many sections of the WTF Ordinance.  For 
example, CPUC Section 7901 classifies wireless facilities as a public 
utility and grants wireless providers a state mandated right to place 
their facilities in the public right-of-way regardless of if the right-of-way 
is located in a residentially zoned area or not.  In addition, other recent 
legal developments indicate that wireless providers are not required to 
consider alternatives outside of the right-of-way, nor prove the need 
for their facilities when they are located in the right-of-way.  
Consequently, the County’s ability to request information 
demonstrating the need for the proposed facility in the public right-of-
way is limited.  As such, propagation maps and the 2.5-mile alternative 
site analyses were not required for this project in compliance with 
State law and recent legal rulings (see below for further discussion). 

 
   Section 6512.2.C C prohibits wireless telecommunication 

facilities to be located in areas where co-location on existing 
facilities would provide equivalent coverage with less 
environmental impact. 

 
   The small cell technology proposed by the applicant is the least 

environmentally impactful wireless technology currently available.  As 
small cell technology requires sites to be located in close proximity to 
one another and closer to targeted service areas, co-locating small 
cell sites on macro cell towers (which are often located far outside 
service areas) is often infeasible.  As local jurisdictions cannot require 
wireless providers to locate outside the right-of-way, a 2.5-mile radius 
alternatives map would not identify feasible alternative right-of-way 
locations to serve the identified target area.  Instead, the applicant has 
identified and researched alternative utility pole sites within the 
required service area (Attachment E).  These alternative utility poles 
could either not meet GO95 safety separation standards or would also 
require an extension bracket.  As such, the applicant was unable to 
identify any existing wireless facilities or alternative poles that would 
allow an opportunity for co-location or provide the necessary coverage 
to the target area. 

 
   Section 6512.2.D requires wireless telecommunication facilities 

to be constructed so as to accommodate and be made available 
for co-location unless technologically infeasible. 

 
   Future co-locations are technically feasible as long as the proposed 

facility complies with GO95 engineering requirements.  As a pole top 
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mounted facility cannot accommodate additional wireless facilities in a 
manner that complies with both PG&E and GO95 requirements, the 
applicant does not expect future co-locations given the present 
equipment configuration of the utility pole. 

 
   Sections 6512.2.E and F seek to minimize and mitigate visual 

impacts from public views by siting new facilities outside of 
public view, using natural vegetation for screening, painting 
equipment to blend with existing landscaping, and designing 
the facility to blend in with the surrounding environment. 

 
   The proposed facility includes a 4-foot cylindrical antenna attached to 

a 7-foot pole extension and ancillary equipment boxes mounted onto 
an existing joint utility pole.  The equipment boxes will be located 7 to 
18-feet above grade while the top of the antenna will be located 48’-
11’’ above grade.  To mitigate the visual impact of the proposed 
project, the antenna and utility boxes shall be painted a non-reflective 
brown color to blend-in with the existing utility pole (Condition of 
Approval No. 4).  No trees or vegetation are proposed for removal to 
accommodate the proposed project. 

 
   Section 6512.2.G requires that the exterior of wireless 

telecommunication facilities be constructed of non-reflective 
materials. 

 
   The proposed facility shall be constructed of non-reflective materials, 

and as stated in the section above, shall be painted a non-reflective 
light brown color to blend-in with the existing utility pole. 

 
   Section 6512.2.H requires that wireless telecommunication 

facilities comply with all the requirements of the underlying 
zoning district, including, but not limited to setbacks. 

 
   The existing utility pole is situated in the public right-of-way.  As 

discussed in Section 2 above, zoning district standards (with the 
exception of height) are not applicable to wireless facilities located in 
the right-of-way. 

 
   Section 6512.2.I.2 requires that no new equipment located on 

existing facilities in the public right-of-way in any Residential (R) 
District shall be allowed to exceed the maximum height for 
structures allowed in that district by 10% of the height of the 
existing facility, or by 5 feet, whichever is less. 

 
   The maximum District height for wireless antennas is 36-feet in the  

R-1/S-8 Zoning District.  Including the District height allowances 
contained in Section 6512.2.I.2 of the WTF Ordinance, the maximum 
height for wireless antennas is 39’-7”.  The proposed small cell site 
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would have a height of 48’-11” and exceed the maximum District 
height.  The applicant has requested to exceed the maximum height to 
adhere to State safety regulations. 

 
   Classified as a public utility, wireless facilities are regulated by the 

CPUC.  The CPUC, in conjunction with PG&E, have established 
spacing requirements for the safe installation and operation of 
equipment located on utility poles.  For wireless facilities located on 
utility poles, CPUC General Order No. 95 (GO95), requires a 6-foot 
vertical safety separation between all wireless facilities and the 
nearest adjacent powerlines. 

 
   The applicant preformed a side arm mount analysis to explore the 

feasibility of locating the antenna lower on the utility pole in an effort to 
adhere to both local height regulations and State safety separation 
requirements.  The analysis concluded that there is not enough room 
on the utility pole to locate the antenna below the secondary power 
lines.  In addition, an alternative utility pole site analysis stated that the 
surrounding utility poles could either not support the equipment or 
would require a pole extension bracket exceeding the District height.  
When State mandated spacing requirements conflict with local 
standards, State regulations prevail. 

 
   Due to the fact that:  (1) no other feasible alternative sites located in the 

public right-of-way were identified, (2) local jurisdictions cannot require 
wireless facilities to locate outside of the right-of-way, and (3) the antenna 
cannot be placed lower on the pole using a side arm mount, adherence 
to local height regulations would result in the effective prohibition of 
wireless facilities in the identified service area.  When this occurs, 
Federal law preempts local regulations (i.e. the County’s height 
criteria). 

 
   Section 6512.2.J seek to regulate the size, quantity, and location 

of accessory buildings required for wireless facilities located in 
any Residential (R) District. 

 
   No accessory buildings or ground floor equipment boxes are required 

for these projects.  The equipment boxes necessary for these projects 
are small in size and will be mounted on the existing utility poles. 

 
   Section 6512.2.K requires the overall footprint of a facility to be 

as minimal as possible and not cover more than 15% in area of 
the lot or an area greater than 1,600 sq. ft. in residential districts. 

 
   No new ground structures will be built or utilized to support the 

operation of the proposed wireless telecommunication facility.  All 
required utility boxes will be small in size and mounted between  
7 to 18-feet above grade on the utility poles. 
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   Section 6512.2.L prohibits diesel generators as emergency power 

sources unless electricity, natural gas, solar, wind or other 
renewable energy sources are not feasible. 

 
   No generators are proposed. 
 
  b. Performance Standards 
 
   The proposed project meets the required standards of Section 6512.3 

(Performance Standards for New Wireless Telecommunication 
Facilities that are Not Co-Location Facilities) for lighting, licensing, 
provision of a permanent power source, timely removal of the facility, 
and visual resource protection.  There is no lighting proposed, proper 
licenses will be obtained from both the Federal Communications 
Commission (FCC) and the CPUC, power for the facility will 
be provided by PG&E, visual impacts will be minimal, and the 
conditions of approval will require maintenance and/or removal of 
the facility when it is no longer in operation.  Furthermore, road 
access to the proposed project sites is existing and no noise in 
excess of San Mateo County’s Noise Ordinance will be produced. 

 
 4. Compliance with the Use Permit Findings 
 
  For the use permit to be approved by the Zoning Hearing Officer, the 

following findings must be made: 
 
  a. That the establishment, maintenance and/or conducting of the 

use will not, under the circumstances of this particular case, be 
detrimental to the public welfare or injurious to property or 
improvements in said neighborhood. 

 
   The FCC has established nationwide public exposure limits for radio 

frequency (RF) emissions.  Federal law prohibits local jurisdictions 
from establishing their own RF emissions limits or regulating wireless 
facilities based on RF emissions so long as those facilities comply with 
emissions limits set by the FCC.  As such, the WTF Ordinance does 
not identify its own RF emissions limits but does require wireless 
facility to maintain compliance with FCC limits. 

 
   The applicant submitted a radio frequency report prepared by 

EBI Consulting (EBI) (Attachment K) and an updated radio frequency 
report by Hammett & Edison Inc., dated January 10, 2019 
(Attachment G).  Though reports from both RF consulting firms confirm 
that the proposed facility will comply with the prevailing standards for 
limiting public exposure to radio frequency energy, they differ in their RF 
exposure estimations.  The reports from EBI estimated that the facility 
would have a ground level RF exposure of 10.30% of the FCC’s 
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maximum public exposure limits.  However, the most updated report from 
Hammett & Edison estimated ground level RF exposures at 1.1% of the 
FCC’s limits and second floor elevation RF exposure for the nearby two-
story structures at 0.49% of the FCC’s public exposure limits. 

 
Table 2 

Planning Case No. Approximate Location Radio Frequency Exposure 
at Ground Level 

PLN 2018-00079 1175 Parrott Drive EBI Estimate: 10.30% 
Hammett & Edison Estimate: 
1.1% ground; 0.49% second 

floor 

 
   When questioned about the discrepancy between the reports,  

Hammett & Edison stated that the EBI calculations were based on 
general information that did not account for the actual signal patterns of 
the antenna.  Hammett & Edison stated that their analysis accounted for 
how the topography of the area would affect signal strength/propagation 
and the actual locations of the nearest buildings.  Hammett & Edison’s 
RF discrepancy statement can be found in Attachment L. 

 
   Though both the EBI and Hammett & Edison reports stated that the RF 

emissions from the proposed facility would comply with the FCC’s 
maximum public exposure limits, the earlier reports from EBI noted that 
the facility would emit RF radiation that exceeds these limits along the 
upper 10-15 feet of the pole in close proximity to the antenna.  However, 
these exposures occur roughly 37 to 49-feet above ground level, are not 
accessible to the general public, and dissipate quickly as one moves 
horizontally away from the antenna.  Wireless facilities are considered to 
be out of compliance with FCC’s rules and regulations if there are areas 
that exceed the FCC limits and if there are no RF hazard mitigation 
measures in place (i.e., warning signs).  As recommended by the RF 
reports, the applicant will be required to post caution signs on the utility 
pole below the wireless facility (Condition of Approval No. 17) to bring this 
site into compliance with the FCC’s rules and regulations. 

 
   Classified as a utility, wireless facilities are regulated by the CPUC.  The 

CPUC provides design guidelines and standards for the installation, 
maintenance, and operation of wireless facilities located on utility poles to 
ensure the safe utilization of utility infrastructure.  The CPUC has 
anticipated the installation of wireless facilities above power lines and 
GO95 includes rules and standards such as pole loads and separation 
requirements etc. to ensure such infrastructure is installed safely.  
Structural calculations performed by the applicant (Attachment H) 
illustrate that the proposed facility adheres to the safety requirements of 
GO95 while an independent analysis by PG&E concluded that the 
existing pole can support the proposed facility (i.e., a replacement pole is 
not required). 
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   The proposed wireless facility will be unmanned and serviced twice a 
year by a Verizon technician with a pickup sized truck for no more 
than a couple of hours and does not require PG&E to de-energize the 
pole.  Installation of the facility will require a bucket truck, will not require 
PG&E to shut off power to the surrounding neighborhood, and will require 
a traffic control plan (issued and approved by the Department of Public 
Works as part of an Encroachment Permit) to ensure that impact to 
neighborhood traffic is minimal.  In addition, Condition of Approval No.16 
requiring all non-emergency maintenance activities to occur outside of 
rush hour has been included to ensure minimal impacts to the 
surrounding community.  As PG&E is responsible for all work on utility 
poles that occur above the power lines, the installation of the proposed 
facility will be carried out by PG&E personnel to ensure that the facility is 
adheres to safety standards and does not impact the existing power lines. 

  
   Located in the designated urban neighborhood of the San Mateo 

Highlands/Baywood Park the proposed project will close a gap in 
service identified by Verizon Wireless, provide increased data speeds 
and decrease the incidence of dropped calls for the surrounding 
community and transient traffic.  Due to the project’s adherence to the 
RF limitations set by the FCC, safety requirements of GO95, 
maintenance activities outlined by the applicant, and review and 
conditional approval by Cal-Fire, staff has determined that the installation 
and operation of the proposed project will not be detrimental to the public 
welfare, or injurious to property or improvements to the unincorporated 
San Mateo Highlands area of San Mateo County. 

 
  b. That this telecommunication facility is necessary for the public 

health, safety, convenience or welfare of the community. 
 
   Staff has determined that installation of a cellular facility at this 

location will allow for increased clarity, range, and capacity of the 
existing cellular network and will enhance services for the surrounding 
neighborhood, emergency services, public, and persons traveling 
through the area.  As outlined above, the applicant explored the 
feasibility of utilizing a side arm mount to reduce the overall height of 
the proposed facility to comply with local height regulations and State 
safety regulations.  Through this analysis, the applicant determined 
that there is inadequate space on the existing pole to allow for a side 
arm mounted facility. 

 
   The proposed facility is the least intrusive option available to expand 

Verizon Wireless’s network capacity and service coverage in the San 
Mateo Highlands area.  The proposed facility will use existing utility 
infrastructure and add small equipment without disturbing the overall 
single-family residential nature of the neighborhood. 
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 5.  Neighborhood Concerns 
 
   Concerns from several individuals have been received by the Planning 

Department regarding the proposed facility (See Attachment J).  The 
major concerns raised by the neighborhood include:  (1) the health 
effects of the proposed facility, (2) how to ensure that the facility will stay 
within the emissions limits that were projected in the RF report, (3) the 
unwanted noise associated with the proposed facility, (4) the facility’s 
impact on property values, and (5) the ability (and structural integrity) of 
the pole itself to safely support the proposed facility.  A brief response to 
these concerns are outlined below: 

 
   Potential Health Effects 
 
   Section 704 of the Federal Telecommunications Act of 1996 states 

that no State or local government or instrumentality thereof may 
regulate the placement, construction, and modification of personal 
wireless service facilities on the basis of the environmental effects of 
radio frequency emissions to the extent that such facilities comply with 
the [Federal Communications] Commission’s regulations concerning 
such emissions.  As small cell facilities are designed to concentrate 
energy towards the horizon with little wasted towards the ground or 
sky, maximum RF exposure occurs when an individual is extremely 
close to the wireless antenna.  Two RF reports were prepared for this 
project.  Utilizing the most recent Hammett & Edison report which uses 
predictive modeling that accounts for topography of the area and 
signal propagation, the estimated ground level and second story RF 
emissions from the proposed are 1.1% and 0.49% respectfully, of the 
FCC’s maximum exposure limits.  These estimations account for the 
worst-case scenario and include the assumption that the Verizon 
equipment will always operate at maximum power, there will be large RF 
reflections from ground and nearby structures, and that there will be no 
signal attenuation from trees, buildings, or other objects.  These 
assumptions generally result in overstated RF exposure levels that are  
2-10 times greater than what is experienced in the field.  Though some 
areas directly in front of the antenna (37-49 feet above grade) may 
exceed maximum exposure limits, wireless facilities are only considered 
out of compliance with FCC regulations if there are no RF hazard 
mitigation measures in place (i.e., signage, which this facility will have).  
The proposed facility complies with the prevailing standards for limiting 
public exposure to radio frequency energy.  While many comments 
received sited studies related to RF exposure limits, unless and until such 
time that the FCC amends national RF emission standards, the proposed 
project is held to be in conformance with the existing FCC rules and 
regulations. 
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   Noise 
 
   The proposed facility will draw power directly from the power lines 

located on the existing utility pole and will not require a generator or 
battery to operate or provide emergency power.  Furthermore, the 
proposed antenna is a passive device cooled by natural air flow, does 
not require cooling fans, and thus does not emit noise.  In addition, the 
construction and maintenance of the proposed facility will be regulated 
by the San Mateo County Noise Ordinance Code Section 4.88.360 
(see Condition of Approval No.14). 

 
   Property Values 
 
   Concerns that small cell facilities located on top of utility poles would 

decrease the property values of the surrounding parcels were expressed 
by members of the public. 

 
   A project’s potential impact (whether positive or negative) on surrounding 

property values is speculative, based on many factors, and is generally 
not considered when processing a planning permit.  Numerous variables 
contribute to the value of a property and establishing a direct causal link 
(beyond anecdotal evidence) between a proposed project and decreased 
property values is difficult.  As no third party independently verified 
studies have been submitted that prove that small cell facilities cause a 
direct and substantial decrease in property values, the Planning 
Department is not in the position to evaluate this claim. 

 
   In response to these concerns, the applicant provided a copy of a 

third-party study conducted by the Joint Venture of Silicone Valley2 
(Attachment I).  This 2012 study explored this issue and found that 
proximity to a wireless facility had no apparent impact on property values. 
The study identified 70 different types of wireless facilities (including cell 
towers, mono-pines, mono-poles, and rooftop mounted equipment etc.), 
located in Palo Alto, Redwood City, Saratoga, and San Jose and 
evaluated the “list” and “sale” price of all home transactions located within 
a 1-mile radius of the identified cellular facilities.  The study evaluated 
over 1,600 single-family home transactions and found that homes located 
within a 1-mile radius from existing wireless facilities sold for 99% to 
106% of their listing price and concluded that the relationship between 
the list and sale price of a home remained the same across multiple cities 
regardless of their proximity to a cell site. 

 
   Structural Integrity of the Facility/Safety Concerns 
 
   Public comments raised a concern that the placement of the facility 

above the power lines will add stress and strain to the existing utility pole 

                                            
2 Joint Venture of Silicon Valley is a non-profit independent third party that brings together local business, 
community activists, local governments, academia, labor, and the broader community to address 
community and regional issues and work toward solutions. 
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and pose a safety risk for residents and those who utilize the roadway 
below. 

 
   This design was reviewed by Verizon Wireless’ RF and structural 

engineers to ensure its structural integrity.  Per GO95, the applicant has 
also performed structural calculations to ensure that the proposed pole 
can support the equipment and that the equipment itself would be 
structurally sound.  The proposed project was also reviewed by PG&E 
prior to submittal for local permits.  PG&E’s review process consists of:  
(1) pre-site walk to inspect the condition of the pole and its existing 
equipment, (2) preforming their own internal structural calculations on the 
existing pole to determine if the pole is structurally sound and if it can 
support the new proposed equipment, and (3) a post installation site 
inspection to ensure that the equipment was installed and attached per 
the plans and PG&E standards.  PG&E has reviewed the project utility 
pole and has determined that the existing pole can safely support the 
proposed wireless facility. 

 
   Potential Fire and Safety Hazard 
 
   Community members stated that installing infrastructure above 

powerlines poses a fire risk due to the possibility of the wireless structure 
falling onto active electrical lines. 

 
   Located in a Very High fire severity SRA (State Responsibility Area),  

Cal-Fire is the reviewing fire agency for the San Mateo Highlands.   
Cal-Fire has reviewed these plans for safety, potential fire hazards, and 
adherence to applicable fire codes and has conditionally approved the 
project. 

 
   Classified as a utility, many of the regulations regarding the safe 

operation and installation of wireless facilities are regulated by the CPUC. 
Installation of wireless facilities above existing powerlines has been 
anticipated by the CPUC and regulations relating to the design, 
installation, maintenance, and operation of such facilities can be found in 
CPUC’s General Order 95 (GO95).  Safety requirements found within 
GO95 includes rules and standards for utility pole loads (i.e., the weight 
and stress on utility poles from attachments) and separation requirements 
between equipment, powerlines, and communications lines.  Under 
GO95, applicants perform their own pole loading calculations (which 
includes wind load, pole strength, pole overturn calculations, etc.) prior to 
placing attachments on utility poles in order to ensure that the pole 
continues to meet the required safety standards.  These calculations 
have been performed by the applicant and show that the proposed 
project adheres to the safety requirements of GO95 (Attachment H). 

 
   The CPUC has stated that wireless carriers have a state-mandated right 

to locate infrastructure in the right-of-way (PUC Section 7901) regardless 
of whether that infrastructure is located in a residential or high fire area.  
While it is the responsibility of the CPUC to address the engineering and 
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safety concerns of wireless facilities installed above utility lines 
(i.e., General Order 95), the County-through the issuance or denial of 
the subject use permit-determines if the proposed land use of the 
wireless facility adheres to the applicable portions of the Wireless 
Telecommunication Facilities Ordinance.  The applicant has shown that 
the facility cannot be located below the primary powerlines and that the 
subsequent pole extension and antenna adhere to the engineering and 
safety requirements of GO95. 

 
   Maintenance and Installation Hazard 
 
   Community members were concerned that the installation and 

maintenance of the proposed facility would require frequent and 
prolonged power outages, interrupt service to the surrounding 
community, and cause traffic delays. 

 
   Located in the right-of-way, the proposed project will require an 

encroachment permit from the Department of Public Works (Condition 
of Approval No. 19).  A traffic control plan will be required as part of the 
encroachment permit process.  This plan will be reviewed by the 
Department of Public Works to ensure that though traffic is not unduly 
impacted by construction activities and to ensure that traffic control 
measures such as signs, flags, and traffic controllers are present.  
Condition of Approval No. 16, which requires routine maintenance 
activities to occur during non-peak commute hours, has been added to 
minimize any traffic impact that may arise during the life of the proposed 
project. 

 
   The applicant has stated that: (1) installation of the facility is typically 

completed within one day, (2) the facility would require twice yearly 
maintenance, and (3) a bucket truck would be used in both instances.  In 
both cases, neither the installation nor maintenance of the facility would 
require PG&E to de-energize the pole.  During installation activities, 
power to the pole will not be interrupted and PG&E will be present to 
perform all work above the power lines.  The facility will be placed on its 
own meter and an emergency shut off switch will be installed to that the 
facility’s power can be shut off without affecting power to the pole or 
surrounding neighborhood.  Anticipated maintenance activities will most 
likely be associated with equipment failure or a power outage.  In the 
case of a power outage, one pickup sized truck would visit the site to 
ensure the equipment is functioning properly.  For both maintenance and 
replacement activities, the applicant estimates that the truck would not 
be on-site for more than 2-3 hours. 

 
B. ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW 
 
 The project is categorically exempt pursuant to Section 15303, Class 3, of the 

California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) related to the construction of a new, 
small structure and installation of small new equipment and a facility in a small 
structure. 
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C. REVIEWING AGENCIES 
 
 Department of Public Works 
 Cal-Fire 
 
ATTACHMENTS 
 
A. Recommended Findings and Conditions of Approval 
B. Vicinity Map 
C. Project Plans 
D. Photo Simulations 
E. Alternative Pole Analysis 
F. Side Arm Feasibility Analysis 
G. Updated Radio Frequency Report, prepared by Hammett & Edison, dated January 

10, 2019 
H. Structural Calculations 
I. Joint Venture Property Value Study 
J. Public Correspondence 
K. Previous EBI Consulting RF report 
L. Hammett & Edison RF Discrepancy Statement 
M. PG&E Authorization Letter, Certificate of Public Convenience, NCJPA 

Membership Status 
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Attachment A 
 

County of San Mateo 
Planning and Building Department 

 
RECOMMENDED FINDINGS AND CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 

 
 
Permit or Project File Numbers: PLN 2018-00079 Hearing Date:  May 16, 2019 
 
Prepared By: Laura Richstone For Adoption By:  Zoning Hearing Officer 
 Project Planner 
 
 
RECOMMENDED FINDINGS 
 
Regarding the Environmental Review, Find: 
 
1. That these projects are categorically exempt from environmental review, per 

Class 3, Section 15303, of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) 
Guidelines for construction of a new, small structure and the installation of small 
new equipment and a facility in a small structure. 

 
Regarding the Use Permit, Find: 
 
2. That the establishment, maintenance, and/or conducting of the use will not, under 

the circumstances of this particular case, result in a significant adverse impact, or 
be detrimental to the public welfare or injurious to the property or improvements in 
said neighborhood because the projects will meet the health and safety standards 
set by the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) and the Federal 
Communications Commission (FCC).  The project has been conditioned to 
maintain a valid FCC license and has been reviewed and granted conditional 
approval by Cal-Fire and the Department of Public Works. 

 
3. That the telecommunications facility is necessary for the public health, safety, 

convenience, or welfare of the community.  The proposed facility contributes to an 
enhanced Verizon Wireless network that will increase clarity, range, and system 
capacity, and therefore, be a benefit to both public and private users.  The 
wireless network will be utilized by residents, commuters, and emergency 
personnel and is considered necessary for public health, safety, convenience, and 
welfare for the area. 
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RECOMMENDED CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
 
Current Planning Section 
 
1. This approval applies only to the proposal, documents, and plans described in 

this report and submitted to and approved by the Zoning Hearing Officer on May 
16, 2019.  Minor revisions or modifications may be approved by the Community 
Development Director if they are consistent with the intent of and in substantial 
conformance with this approval. 

 
2. This use permit shall be for the proposed project only.  Any modification or change 

in intensity of use shall require an amendment to the use permit.  Amendments to 
the use permit require an application for amendment, payment of applicable fees, 
and consideration at a public hearing prior to any changes to the facility. 

 
3. The permit shall be valid for ten (10) years until May 16, 2029.  If the applicant 

seeks to renew this permit, renewal shall be applied for six (6) months prior to 
expiration with the Planning and Building Department and shall be accompanied 
by the renewal application and fee applicable at that time.  Renewal of this permit 
shall be considered at a public hearing. 

 
4. The applicant shall paint the antenna and associated ancillary boxes a non-

reflective light brown color to match the existing utility pole.  Color verification will 
be confirmed by the Current Planning Section prior to a final inspection for the 
encroachment permit. 

 
5. During project construction, the applicant shall, pursuant to Chapter 4.100 of the 

San Mateo County Ordinance Code, minimize the transport and discharge of 
stormwater runoff from the construction site into storm drain systems by: 

 
 a. Stabilizing all denuded areas and maintaining erosion control measures 

continuously between October 1 and April 30.  Stabilizing shall include both 
proactive measures, such as the placement of hay bales or coir netting, and 
passive measures, such as revegetating disturbed areas with plants 
propagated from seed collected in the immediate area. 

 
 b. Storing, handling, and disposing of construction materials and wastes 

properly, so as to prevent their contact with stormwater. 
 
 c. Controlling and preventing the discharge of all potential pollutants, including 

pavement cutting wastes, paints, concrete, petroleum products, chemicals, 
wash water or sediments, and non-stormwater discharges to storm drains 
and watercourses. 

 
 d. Avoiding cleaning, fueling, or maintaining vehicles on-site, except in a 

designated area where wash water is contained and treated. 
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 e. Delineating with field markers clearing limits, easements, setbacks, sensitive 
or critical areas, buffer zones, trees, and drainage courses. 

 
 f. Protecting adjacent properties and undisturbed areas from construction 

impacts using vegetative buffer strips, sediment barriers or filters, dikes, 
mulching, or other measures as appropriate. 

 
 g. Performing clearing and earth-moving activities only during dry weather. 
 
 h. Limiting and timing application of pesticides and fertilizers to prevent 

polluted runoff. 
 
 i. Limiting construction access routes and stabilizing designated access 

points. 
 
 j. Avoiding tracking dirt or other materials off-site; cleaning off-site paved 

areas and sidewalks using dry sweeping methods. 
 
 k. The contractor shall train and provide instruction to all employees and 

subcontractors regarding the construction best management practices. 
 
6. This permit does not allow for the removal of any trees.  Any tree removal will 

require a separate permitting process. 
 
7. The applicant shall not enter into a contract with the landowner or lessee 

which reserves for one company exclusive use of structures on this site for 
telecommunications facilities. 

 
8. The wireless telecommunications facility shall not be lighted or marked unless 

required by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) or the Federal 
Aviation Administration (FAA). 

 
9. The applicant shall file, receive, and maintain all necessary licenses and 

registrations from the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), the California 
Public Utilities Commission (CPUC), and any other applicable regulatory bodies 
prior to initiating the operation of the facility.  The applicant shall supply the 
Planning and Building Department with evidence of each of these licenses and 
registrations.  If any required license is ever revoked, the applicant shall inform 
the Planning and Building Department of the revocation within ten (10) days of 
receiving notice of such revocation. 

 
10. Once a use permit is obtained, the applicant shall obtain an encroachment permit 

and build in accordance with the approved plans. 
 
11. The encroachment permit’s final inspection approval shall be dependent upon the 

applicant obtaining a permanent and operable power connection from the 
applicable energy provider. 
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12. The wireless telecommunication facility and all equipment associated with it shall 
be removed in its entirety by the applicant within 90 days if the FCC and/or CPUC 
license and registration are revoked or the facility is abandoned or no longer 
needed, and the sites shall be restored to blend with the surrounding area.  The 
owner and/or operator of the wireless telecommunication facility shall notify the 
Planning Department upon abandonment of the facility.  Restoration shall be 
completed within two (2) months of the removal of the facility. 

 
13. The wireless telecommunications facility shall be maintained by the permittee(s) 

and subsequent owners in a manner that implements visual resource protection 
requirements of Section 6512.2.E and F above (e.g., painting), as well as all other 
applicable zoning standards and permit conditions. 

 
14. Noise sources associated with demolition, construction, repair, remodeling, 

or grading of any real property shall be limited to the hours from 7:00 a.m. to 
6:00 p.m., weekdays and 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Saturdays.  Said activities are 
prohibited on Sundays, Thanksgiving, and Christmas (San Mateo Ordinance Code 
Section 4.88.360). 

 
15. If technically practical and without creating any interruption in commercial service 

caused by electronic magnetic interference (EMI), floor space, tower space and/or 
rack space for equipment in a wireless telecommunication facility shall be made 
available to the County for public safety communication use. 

 
16. With the exception of emergency maintenance activities, all routine maintenance 

activities for the proposed wireless facility shall occur during non-peak commute 
hours.  If maintenance activities should require the partial obstruction of Parrott Drive 
the applicant shall obtain an encroachment permit from the Department of Public 
Works. 

 
17. Caution signs are required to be posted 10-15 feet below the antenna readily 

visible from any angle of approach to person who might need to work within the 
project area as recommended by the attached RF reports. 

 
18. If a less visually obtrusive/reduced antenna technology becomes available for 

use during the life of this project, at the request of the Community Development 
Director, the applicant shall present a redesign incorporating this technology into 
the project for review. 

 
Public Works 
 
19. No proposed construction work within the County right-of-way shall begin until 

County requirements for the issuance of an encroachment permit, including 
review of the plans, have been met and an encroachment permit issued.  
Applicant shall contact a Department of Public Works Inspector 48 hours prior 
to commencing work in the right-of-way. 
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Cal-Fire 
 
20. All alternative power sources shall have permanent signage, red in color, posted 

in a conspicuous place at the power source, or its main shut off.  Such signage 
shall sate instructions on how to disconnect power feeding other electoral panels 
including any orderly shutdown requirements.  Any other shutoffs shall be 
identified.  Lettering shall be contrasting to the red background and be a minimum 
1/2 inch tall and shall be permanently affixed. 

 
LAR:cmc: - LARDD0159_WCU.DOCX 
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Callout
PG&E Wood Pole: Insufficient space on pole for equipment and installation

Modus7
Callout
PG&E Wood Pole: Pole is viable but site selected is better option because pole has more space and will be an easier installation

Modus7
Callout
PG&E Wood Pole: Pole is not viable because of antenna and limited space

Modus7
Text Box
This area has limited number of poles making the site selected the best option in the RF desired coverage area
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Statement of Hammett & Edison, Inc., Consulting Engineers 

The firm of Hammett & Edison, Inc., Consulting Engineers, has been retained on behalf of  
Verizon Wireless, a personal wireless telecommunications carrier, to evaluate its small cell (No. 
483409 “Highlands Baywood Park 005”) proposed to be sited in San Mateo County, California, for 
compliance with appropriate guidelines limiting human exposure to radio frequency (“RF”) 
electromagnetic fields. 

Executive Summary 

Verizon proposes to install a cylindrical antenna on the utility pole sited in the public right-
of-way at 1175 Parrott Drive in San Mateo County.  The proposed operation will comply 
with the FCC guidelines limiting public exposure to RF energy. 

Prevailing Exposure Standard 

The U.S. Congress requires that the Federal Communications Commission (“FCC”) evaluate its 
actions for possible significant impact on the environment.  A summary of the FCC’s human exposure 
limits is shown in Figure 1.  These limits apply for continuous exposures and are intended to provide a 
prudent margin of safety for all persons, regardless of age, gender, size, or health.  The FCC limit for 
exposures of unlimited duration to radio frequency energy for various wireless services are as follows: 

  Transmit “Uncontrolled” Occupational Limit 
 Wireless Service Band Frequency Public Limit (5 times Public)  
Microwave (point-to-point)            1–80 GHz 1.0 mW/cm2 5.0 mW/cm2 

Millimeter-wave 24–47  1.0 5.0 
Part 15 (WiFi & other unlicensed) 2–6 1.0 5.0 
BRS (Broadband Radio)          2,490 MHz 1.0 5.0 
WCS (Wireless Communication) 2,305 1.0 5.0 
AWS (Advanced Wireless) 2,110 1.0 5.0 
PCS (Personal Communication) 1,930 1.0 5.0 
Cellular 869 0.58 2.9 
SMR (Specialized Mobile Radio) 854 0.57 2.85 
700 MHz 716 0.48 2.4 
[most restrictive frequency range] 30–300 0.20 1.0 

Power line frequencies (60 Hz) are well below the applicable range of this standard, and there is 
considered to be no compounding effect from simultaneous exposure to power line and radio 
frequency fields. 
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General Facility Requirements 

Small cells typically consist of two distinct parts:  the electronic transceivers (also called “radios”) that 
are connected to the traditional wired telephone lines, and the passive antennas that send the wireless 
signals created by the radios out to be received by individual subscriber units.  The transceivers are 
typically mounted on the support pole or placed in a cabinet at ground level.  Because of the short 
wavelength of the frequencies assigned by the FCC for wireless services, the antennas require line-of-
sight paths for their signals to propagate well and so are installed at some height above ground.  The 
antennas are designed to concentrate their energy toward the horizon, with very little energy wasted 
toward the sky or the ground.  This means that it is generally not possible for exposure conditions to 
approach the maximum permissible exposure limits without being physically in front of the antennas.   

Computer Modeling Method 

The FCC provides direction for determining compliance in its Office of Engineering and Technology 
Bulletin No. 65, “Evaluating Compliance with FCC-Specified Guidelines for Human Exposure to 
Radio Frequency Radiation,” dated August 1997.  Figure 2 describes the calculation methodologies, 
reflecting the facts that a directional antenna’s radiation pattern is not fully formed at locations very 
close by (the “near-field” effect) and that at greater distances the power level from an energy source 
decreases with the square of the distance from it (the “inverse square law”).  The conservative nature 
of this method for evaluating exposure conditions has been verified by numerous field tests. 

Site and Facility Description 

Based upon information provided by Verizon, including drawings by CommSense, dated  
February 2, 2018, it is proposed to install one Amphenol Model CUUT070X12F 4-foot tall, tri-
directional cylindrical antenna, with two directions activated, on an extension above the top of the  
37½-foot utility pole sited in the public right-of-way in front of the single-story residences located at 
1163 and 1175 Parrott Drive in unincorporated San Mateo County, near the City of San Mateo.  The 
antenna would employ no downtilt, would be mounted at an effective height of about 47 feet above 
ground, and would be orientated with its principal directions toward 35°T and 155°T.  The maximum 
effective radiated power in any direction would be 2,370 watts, representing simultaneous operation at 
1,890 watts for AWS and 480 watts for 700 MHz service.  There are reported no other wireless 
telecommunications base stations at this site or nearby. 
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Study Results 

For a person anywhere at ground, the maximum RF exposure level due to the proposed Verizon 
operation is calculated to be 0.011 mW/cm2, which is 1.1% of the applicable public exposure limit.  
The maximum calculated level at the second-floor elevation of any nearby building is 0.49% of the 
public exposure limit.  It should be noted that these results include several “worst-case” assumptions 
and therefore are expected to overstate actual power density levels from the proposed operation.   

Recommended Mitigation Measures 

Due to its mounting location and height, the Verizon antenna would not be accessible to unauthorized 
persons, and so no mitigation measures are necessary to comply with the FCC public exposure 
guidelines.  To prevent occupational exposures in excess of the FCC guidelines, it is recommended 
that appropriate RF safety training, to include review of personal monitor use, be provided to all 
authorized personnel who have access to the antenna.  No access within 8 feet at the same height as 
the antenna, such as might occur during certain maintenance activities at the top of the pole, should be 
allowed while the small cell is in operation, unless other measures can be demonstrated to ensure that 
occupational protection requirements are met.  It is recommended that an explanatory sign* be posted 
at the antenna and/or on the pole below the antenna, readily visible to persons who might need to work 
within that distance. 

Conclusion 

Based on the information and analysis above, it is the undersigned’s professional opinion that 
operation of the small cell proposed by Verizon Wireless at 1175 Parrott Drive in San Mateo County, 
California, will comply with the prevailing standards for limiting public exposure to radio frequency 
energy and, therefore, will not for this reason cause a significant impact on the environment.  The 
highest calculated level in publicly accessible areas is much less than the prevailing standards allow 
for exposures of unlimited duration.  This finding is consistent with measurements of actual exposure 
conditions taken at other operating small cells.  Training authorized personnel and posting explanatory 
signs are recommended to establish compliance with occupational exposure limits. 

																																																								
* Signs should comply with OET-65 color, symbol, and content recommendations.  Contact information should be 

provided (e.g., a telephone number) to arrange for access to restricted areas.  The selection of language(s) is not an 
engineering matter, and guidance from the landlord, local zoning or health authority, or appropriate professionals 
may be required.  Signage may also need to comply with the requirements of California Public Utilities 
Commission General Order No. 95. 
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Authorship 

The undersigned author of this statement is a qualified Professional Engineer, holding California 
Registration Nos. E-13026 and M-20676, which expire on June 30, 2019.  This work has been carried 
out under his direction, and all statements are true and correct of his own knowledge except, where 
noted, when data has been supplied by others, which data he believes to be correct. 
	
	
	
	 	 	 	
 William F. Hammett, P.E.  
 707/996-5200 
January 10, 2019 
	
	

 



FCC Radio Frequency Protection Guide

FCC Guidelines

Figure 1
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The U.S. Congress required (1996 Telecom Act) the Federal Communications Commission (“FCC”)

to adopt a nationwide human exposure standard to ensure that its licensees do not, cumulatively, have

a significant impact on the environment.  The FCC adopted the limits from Report No. 86, “Biological

Effects and Exposure Criteria for Radiofrequency Electromagnetic Fields,” published in 1986 by the

Congressionally chartered National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements (“NCRP”).

Separate limits apply for occupational and public exposure conditions, with the latter limits generally

five times more restrictive.  The more recent standard, developed by the Institute of Electrical and

Electronics Engineers and approved as American National Standard ANSI/IEEE C95.1-2006, “Safety

Levels with Respect to Human Exposure to Radio Frequency Electromagnetic Fields, 3 kHz to

300 GHz,” includes similar limits. These limits apply for continuous exposures from all sources and

are intended to provide a prudent margin of safety for all persons, regardless of age, gender, size, or

health.

As shown in the table and chart below, separate limits apply for occupational and public exposure

conditions, with the latter limits (in italics and/or dashed) up to five times more restrictive:

   Frequency     Electromagnetic Fields (f is frequency of emission in MHz)   

Applicable

Range

(MHz)

Electric

Field Strength

(V/m)

Magnetic

Field Strength

(A/m)

Equivalent Far-Field

Power Density

(mW/cm
2
)

0.3 – 1.34 614 614 1.63 1.63 100 100

1.34 – 3.0 614 823.8/ f 1.63 2.19/ f 100 180/ f
2

3.0 – 30 1842/ f 823.8/ f 4.89/ f 2.19/ f 900/ f
2

180/ f
2

30 – 300 61.4 27.5 0.163 0.0729 1.0 0.2

300 – 1,500 3.54 f 1.59 f f /106 f /238 f/300 f/1500

1,500 – 100,000 137 61.4 0.364 0.163 5.0 1.0

Higher levels are allowed for short periods of time, such that total exposure levels averaged over six or

thirty minutes, for occupational or public settings, respectively, do not exceed the limits, and higher

levels also are allowed for exposures to small areas, such that the spatially averaged levels do not

exceed the limits.  However, neither of these allowances is incorporated in the conservative calculation

formulas in the FCC Office of Engineering and Technology Bulletin No. 65 (August 1997) for

projecting field levels.  Hammett & Edison has built those formulas into a proprietary program that

calculates, at each location on an arbitrary rectangular grid, the total expected power density from any

number of individual radio sources.  The program allows for the description of buildings and uneven

terrain, if required to obtain more accurate projections.



RFR.CALC™ Calculation Methodology

Assessment by Calculation of Compliance with FCC Exposure Guidelines

Methodology
Figure 2

The U.S. Congress required (1996 Telecom Act) the Federal Communications Commission (“FCC”) to
adopt a nationwide human exposure standard to ensure that its licensees do not, cumulatively, have a
significant impact on the environment.  The maximum permissible exposure limits adopted by the FCC
(see Figure 1) apply for continuous exposures from all sources and are intended to provide a prudent
margin of safety for all persons, regardless of age, gender, size, or health.  Higher levels are allowed for
short periods of time, such that total exposure levels averaged over six or thirty minutes, for
occupational or public settings, respectively, do not exceed the limits.

Near Field.  
Prediction methods have been developed for the near field zone of panel (directional) and whip
(omnidirectional) antennas, typical at wireless telecommunications base stations, as well as dish
(aperture) antennas, typically used for microwave links.  The antenna patterns are not fully formed in
the near field at these antennas, and the FCC Office of Engineering and Technology Bulletin No. 65
(August 1997) gives suitable formulas for calculating power density within such zones.

For a panel or whip antenna, power density   S  =  
180

��BW

�
0.1� Pnet

� �D2 � h
,  in mW/cm2,

and for an aperture antenna, maximum power density   Smax  =   
0.1 � 16 � � � Pnet

� � h2
,  in mW/cm2,

         where �BW =  half-power beamwidth of the antenna, in degrees, and
Pnet =  net power input to the antenna, in watts,

D =  distance from antenna, in meters,
h =  aperture height of the antenna, in meters, and
� =  aperture efficiency (unitless, typically 0.5-0.8).

The factor of 0.1 in the numerators converts to the desired units of power density.  

Far Field.  
OET-65 gives this formula for calculating power density in the far field of an individual RF source:

power density    S  =   
2.56 �1.64 �100 � RFF2 � ERP

4 �� �D2
,  in mW/cm2,

where ERP =  total ERP (all polarizations), in kilowatts,
RFF =  relative field factor at the direction to the actual point of calculation, and

D =  distance from the center of radiation to the point of calculation, in meters.

The factor of 2.56 accounts for the increase in power density due to ground reflection, assuming a
reflection coefficient of 1.6 (1.6 x 1.6 = 2.56).  The factor of 1.64 is the gain of a half-wave dipole
relative to an isotropic radiator.  The factor of 100 in the numerator converts to the desired units of
power density.  This formula has been built into a proprietary program that calculates, at each location
on an arbitrary rectangular grid, the total expected power density from any number of individual
radiation sources.  The program also allows for the description of uneven terrain in the vicinity, to
obtain more accurate projections.
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4746 Clayton Rd., 

Concord, CA., 94521 

(925) 408-2159 

splanneng@gmail.com 

www.planneng.com 

 

 

Modus Inc. 

240 Stockton Street 

San Francisco, CA 94108 

 

 

Carrier:                             Verizon Wireless 

Client Site Number:       SF Highlands BayWood park 005 

Site address:                    Public Right of Way Adjacent to: 

                                           (Near) 1175 Parrott Drive  

                                           San Francisco, CA 94402 

 

 PROJECT DESCRIPTION: 
The carrier proposes the following scope of work: 

• Install (1) new 4’ canister antenna on top of utility pole. 

• Install (1) new 100A meter on utility pole. 

• Install (1) new 7’ bayonet extension. 

• Install (1) new PRU 2212 on utility pole. 

• Install (1) new PRUS32 on utility pole. 

• Install (1) new PSU AC 08 &  (1) new PSU AC 02 on utility pole. 

• Install (1) new COAX conduit from equipment to new canister antenna. 

• Install (1) new power conduit from P.O.C to equipment. 

• Install (1) new fiber conduit from P.O.C to equipment. 

• Install (1) new equipment bracket on utility pole. 

• Install (6) new hybrid couplers on utility pole. 

• Install (1) new AC panel on utility pole.  

• Install (1) new fiber demark box on utility pole. 

• Cabling to be installed in a tight neat manner without excess cable loops. 

• All VERIZON added appurtenances shall be painted to match pole color (NON-GLOSSY) 

“SABLE” by Sherwin Williams, or equivalent. 

 

ANALYASIS: 
The purpose of this analysis is to determine if the wood pole is structurally adequate to support the 

proposed loading. The pole has been analyzed in accordance with the Public Utilities Commission of the 

February 25, 2019 



State of California General Order No. 95 (January 2015) and the Northern California Joint Pole 

Association Operations / Routine handbook (2016). 

• Would not compromise the structural integrity of the Utility, Transit, or Street Light Pole 

and will be in compliance with any standards imposed by the Northern California Joint 

Pole Association in its Operations/Routine Handbook, or the pole owner if other than 

the Northern California Joint Pole Association;  

• Would comply with the California Public Utilities Commission General Order 95 and/or 

the National Electric Safety Code. 

 

RESULTS: 
Based on our review of the structure with the proposed loading, we have determined the following: 

 

Pole                                                                                                                                                                   OK* 

*See recommendation section 

  ASSUMPTION: 
• The pole is plumbing and has not deteriorated while maintaining one-hundred percent (100%) 

of its design capacity.  It has been inspected and found to have adequate remaining strength 

according to the National Electric Safety Code (“NESC”), the General Order No. 95 (“GO 95”) 

• 
• Communication line bundles as listed in the analysis report  

 

REFERENCES: 
• Drawings for existing wireless project prepared by COMMSENSE consulting date 2/28/2018 

• PG&E pre-flight 

• Site Photos 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 
The wood pole can safely support the proposed scope of work. 

 

The installation of the proposed Personal Wireless Services facility will not compromise the structure 

integrity of the utility pole and will be in compliance with any standards imposed by Northern California 

Joint pole Association in the Operations/Routine Handbook. Additionally, the installation complies with 

the California Public Utilities General Order 95.  

 

All assumptions listed above to be verified prior to the installation of the equipment as listed in the 

project description. 

 

Sincerely,                                                           

                                                           
Sumair Syed Arif                   

Class 5 Doug Fir  
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Pole Num: SF Highlands Baywood
Park 005

Pole Length / Class: 45 / 5 Code: GO 95 Structure Type: Guyed Tangent

Aux Data 1 Unset Species: DOUGLAS FIR GO 95 Rule: At Replace (Existing) Pole Strength Factor: 0.38

Aux Data 2 Unset Setting Depth (ft): 6.00 Construction Grade: A Transverse Wind LF: 1.00

Aux Data 3 Unset G/L Circumference (in): 34.66 Loading District: Light Wire Tension LF: 1.00

Aux Data 4 Unset G/L Fiber Stress (psi): 8,000 Ice Thickness (in): 0.00 Vertical LF: 1.00

Aux Data 5 Unset Allowable Stress (psi): 2,877 Wind Speed (mph): 55.90 Pole Factor of Safety: 4.15

Aux Data 6 Unset Fiber Stress Ht. Reduc: No Wind Pressure (psf): 8.00 Vertical Factor of Safety: 86.02

Latitude: 0.000000 Deg Longitude: 0.000000 Deg Elevation: 0 Feet Bending Factor of Safety: 4.20

Pole Capacity Utilization (%)
Crossarm allowance 300 lbs

Height
(ft)

Wind Angle
(deg)

Maximum 64.3 0.0 45.6
Groundline 64.3 0.0 45.6
Vertical 3.1 23.3 270.0

Pole Moments (ft-lb)
Crossarm allowance 300 lbs

Load Angle
(deg)

Wind Angle
(deg)

Max Cap Util 20,068 19.1 45.6
Groundline 20,068 19.1 45.6
GL Allowable 31,609

Guy System Component Summary Load From Worst Wind Angle on
Pole

Description Lead Length (ft) Lead Angle
(deg)

Height
(ft)

Nominal
Capacity (%)

Wind Angle
(deg)

? Single - 14" - Soil Class 4 10.0 90.0 0.0 45.6
     ? 10M (Down) 35.2 0.0 45.6
     ? 10M (Down) 29.7 0.0 45.6

System Capacity Summary: Adequate
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Groundline Load Summary - Reporting Angle Mode: Load - Reporting Angle: 19.1°

Shear
Load*
(lbs)

Applied
Load
(%)

Bending
Moment

(ft-lb)

Applied
Moment

(%)

Pole
Capacity

(%)

Bending
Stress
(+/- psi)

Vertical
Load
(lbs)

Vertical
Stress
(psi)

Total
Stress
(psi)

Pole
Capacity

(%)

Powers 92 10.7 3,556 17.7 11.3 305 274 3 308 10.7

Comms 79 9.1 1,771 8.8 5.6 152 266 3 155 5.4

GuyBraces 5 0.6 180 0.9 0.6 16 7 0 16 0.5

GenericEquipments 401 46.4 6,809 33.9 21.5 585 563 6 591 20.5

Pole 199 23.0 4,026 20.1 12.7 346 957 10 356 12.4

Crossarms 80 9.2 3,375 16.8 10.7 290 196 2 292 10.1

Insulators 8 1.0 351 1.8 1.1 30 47 0 31 1.1

Pole Load 864 100.0 20,068 100.0 63.5 1,723 2,311 24 1,747 60.7

Pole Reserve Capacity 11,541 36.5 1,154 1,130 39.3

Detailed Load Components:

Power Height
(ft)

Horiz.
Offset

(in)

Cable
Diameter

(in)

Sag at
Max

Temp
(ft)

Cable
Weight
(lbs/ft)

Lead/Span
Length

(ft)

Span
Angle
(deg)

Wire
Length

(ft)

Tension
(lbs)

Tension
Moment*

(ft-lb)

Offset
Moment*

(ft-lb)

Wind
Moment*

(ft-lb)

Moment
at GL*
(ft-lb)

Primary 2 (7/1) ACSR
(SPARATE) SHORT
SPAN

38.45 50.30 0.3250 3.09 0.107 203.0 185.0 203.1 508 -18,855 -10 134 -18,731

Primary 2 (7/1) ACSR
(SPARATE) SHORT
SPAN

38.45 50.30 0.3250 3.12 0.107 201.0 355.0 201.1 551 19,240 -10 264 19,495

Primary 2 (7/1) ACSR
(SPARATE) SHORT
SPAN

38.45 16.92 0.3250 3.09 0.107 203.0 185.0 203.1 508 -18,855 9 134 -18,711

Primary 2 (7/1) ACSR
(SPARATE) SHORT
SPAN

38.45 16.92 0.3250 3.12 0.107 201.0 355.0 201.1 551 19,240 9 264 19,514

Primary 2 (7/1) ACSR
(SPARATE) SHORT
SPAN

38.45 50.30 0.3250 3.09 0.107 203.0 185.0 203.1 508 -18,855 19 134 -18,701

Primary 2 (7/1) ACSR
(SPARATE) SHORT
SPAN

38.45 50.30 0.3250 3.12 0.107 201.0 355.0 201.1 551 19,240 19 264 19,524

Neutral 1/0 COPPER 7
STRAND

34.30 6.25 0.3684 6.42 0.326 203.0 185.0 203.6 341 -11,331 -6 136 -11,201

Neutral 1/0 COPPER 7
STRAND

34.30 6.25 0.3684 6.32 0.326 201.0 355.0 201.5 356 11,117 -6 267 11,379

Secondary 1/0 COPPER 7
STRAND

33.50 6.25 0.3684 6.42 0.326 203.0 185.0 203.6 341 -11,067 -6 133 -10,940

Secondary 1/0 COPPER 7
STRAND

33.50 6.25 0.3684 6.32 0.326 201.0 355.0 201.5 356 10,858 -6 261 11,113
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Secondary 1/0 COPPER 7
STRAND

32.70 6.25 0.3684 6.42 0.326 203.0 185.0 203.6 341 -10,803 -6 129 -10,679

Secondary 1/0 COPPER 7
STRAND

32.70 6.25 0.3684 6.32 0.326 201.0 355.0 201.5 356 10,598 -6 255 10,848

Secondary TRIPLEX 1/0 30.29 5.75 1.0300 0.39 0.399 30.0 61.5 38.8 5 112 1 58 170
Secondary TRIPLEX 1/0 30.29 5.75 1.0300 0.39 0.399 30.0 116.0 38.8 5 -18 1 292 275

Totals: 623 6 2,726 3,354

Comm Height
(ft)

Horiz.
Offset

(in)

Cable
Diameter

(in)

Sag at
Max

Temp
(ft)

Cable
Weight
(lbs/ft)

Lead/Span
Length

(ft)

Span
Angle
(deg)

Wire
Length

(ft)

Tension
(lbs)

Tension
Moment*

(ft-lb)

Offset
Moment*

(ft-lb)

Wind
Moment*

(ft-lb)

Moment
at GL*
(ft-lb)

Overlashed Bundle 6M 21.92 6.46 0.2420 7.59 0.104 203.0 185.0 203.1 313 -6,652 2 152 -6,498
CATV 1" CATV 21.87 6.44 1.0000 332.26 203.0 185.0 203.1 5 152 157

Overlashed Bundle 6M 21.92 6.46 0.2420 7.44 0.104 201.0 355.0 201.1 313 6,268 2 299 6,569
CATV 1" CATV 21.87 6.45 1.0000 324.25 201.0 355.0 201.1 5 298 304

Overlashed Bundle 6M 20.08 6.57 0.2420 15.89 0.104 203.0 185.0 203.1 304 -5,918 2 244 -5,672
Telco TELE 2.0 19.99 6.56 2.0000 2.94 203.0 185.0 203.1 14 243 258

Overlashed Bundle 6M 20.08 6.57 0.2420 15.59 0.104 201.0 355.0 201.1 304 5,570 2 484 6,056
Telco TELE 2.0 19.99 6.56 2.0000 2.90 201.0 355.0 201.1 14 482 496

Totals: -732 47 2,355 1,671

GenericEquipment Height
(ft)

Horiz.
Offset

(in)

Offset
Angle
(deg)

Rotate
Angle
(deg)

Unit
Weight

(lbs)

Unit
Height

(in)

Unit Depth
(in)

Unit
Diameter

(in)

Unit
Length

(in)

Offset
Moment*

(ft-lb)

Wind
Moment*

(ft-lb)

Moment at
GL*

(ft-lb)

Cylinder 15" Dia x 48" Canister
Antenna

47.55 1.82 135.0 0.0 42.00 48.00 12.00 -- 14.60 -- 1,657 1,659

Box Telco Box 18.00 5.87 45.0 0.0 10.00 18.00 3.00 9.00 -- 4 233 237
Box 4 Hybrid Couplers 17.50 16.40 45.0 0.0 20.00 12.00 12.00 14.00 -- 25 234 259
Box Equipment Brckt 1

Standoff
17.00 6.18 45.0 0.0 1.50 4.00 3.50 4.00 -- 1 22 22

Box RRUS-32 15.53 14.02 45.0 0.0 60.00 25.00 7.00 12.00 -- 63 371 434
Cylinder 3" Coax Conduit 14.75 6.32 120.0 0.0 64.00 384.00 12.00 -- 3.50 -- 985 979
Box Equipment Brckt 1

Standoff
14.00 6.37 45.0 0.0 1.50 4.00 3.50 4.00 -- 1 18 19

Box Equipment Brckt 1 12.50 9.47 45.0 0.0 127.00 132.00 2.50 8.00 -- 90 1,054 1,144
Box RRUS-32 12.30 14.23 45.0 0.0 60.00 25.00 7.00 12.00 -- 64 294 358
Cylinder 2" Fiber Conduit 11.75 5.95 100.0 0.0 57.00 456.00 12.00 -- 2.38 -- 632 637
Box Equipment Brckt 1

Standoff
11.00 6.56 45.0 0.0 1.50 4.00 3.50 4.00 -- 1 14 15

Box Disconnect + Fiber 3 9.80 13.39 45.0 0.0 20.00 13.00 5.00 23.00 -- 20 234 254
Box Meter 8.00 13.51 45.0 0.0 50.00 24.00 5.00 12.00 -- 51 184 234
Box Equipment Brckt 1

Standoff
7.97 6.76 45.0 0.0 1.50 4.00 3.50 4.00 -- 1 10 11

Cylinder 1.5" Power Conduit 5.22 6.13 220.0 0.0 47.00 372.00 12.00 -- 1.90 -- 183 161
Totals: 298 6,125 6,423
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Crossarm Height
(ft)

Horiz.
Offset

(in)

Offset
Angle
(deg)

Rotate
Angle
(deg)

Unit
Weight

(lbs)

Unit Height
(in)

Unit Depth
(in)

Unit
Length

(in)

Offset
Moment*

(ft-lb)

Wind
Moment*

(ft-lb)

Moment at
GL*

(ft-lb)

Pole Extension Pole Extension 42.50 0.15 0.0 0.0 142.00 84.00 5.75 5.75 2 1,633 1,634
Normal 9HS (Heavy - 4 Post) 4-

3/4" x 5-3/4" x 9'-0"
37.50 5.49 0.0 0.0 40.00 5.75 4.75 108.00 17 1,389 1,407

Pole Extension 3-Wire Secondary Spool
Rack

33.50 4.41 270.0 270.0 14.00 24.00 2.00 3.00 -2 145 143

Totals: 17 3,167 3,184

Insulator Height
(ft)

Horiz. Offset
(in)

Offset Angle
(deg)

Rotate
Angle
(deg)

Unit Weight
(lbs)

Unit
Diameter

(in)

Unit Length
(in)

Offset
Moment*

(ft-lb)

Wind
Moment*

(ft-lb)

Moment at
GL*

(ft-lb)

Post Post 8.5 (P/N 1) 37.74 -50.00 276.3 0.0 11.00 5.75 8.50 -10 92 82
Post Post 8.5 (P/N 1) 37.74 16.00 71.0 0.0 11.00 5.75 8.50 10 92 102
Post Post 8.5 (P/N 1) 37.74 50.00 83.7 0.0 11.00 5.75 8.50 20 92 112
Spool Spool Insulator - 20 kV 34.30 4.00 270.0 0.0 1.00 2.50 2.12 0 9 9
Spool Spool Insulator - 20 kV 33.50 4.00 270.0 0.0 1.00 2.50 2.12 0 9 9
Spool Spool Insulator - 20 kV 32.70 4.00 270.0 0.0 1.00 2.50 2.12 0 9 9
Spool Spool Insulator - 20 kV 30.29 0.00 90.0 90.0 1.00 2.50 2.12 0 8 8
Bolt Three Bolt 21.92 0.00 90.0 0.0 5.00 3.00 0.00 1 0 1
Bolt Three Bolt 20.08 0.00 90.0 0.0 5.00 3.00 0.00 1 0 1

Totals: 21 310 331

Guy Wire and Brace Attach
Height

(ft)

End Height
(ft)

Lead/Span
Length

(ft)

Wire
Diameter

(in)

Percent
Solid
(%)

Lead Angle
(deg)

Incline
Angle
(deg)

Wire Weight
(lbs/ft)

Rest Length
(ft)

Stretch
Length

(in)

10M Down 35.16 0.00 10.00 0.306 75.00 90.0 73.8 0.165 36.48 0.00

10M Down 29.66 0.00 10.00 0.306 75.00 90.0 71.1 0.165 31.21 0.00

Guy Wire and Brace
(Loads and Reactions)

Elastic
Modulus

(psi)

Rated
Tensile

Strength
(lbs)

Guy
Strength
Factor

Allowable
Tension

(lbs)

Initial
Tension

(lbs)

Loaded
Tension*²

(lbs)

Maximum
Tension²

(lbs)

Applied
Tension³

(lbs)

Vertical
Load
(lbs)

Shear Load
In Guy Dir

(lbs)

Shear Load
At Report

Angle
(lbs)

Moment at
GL³

(ft-lb)

10M Down 2.30e+7 10,000 0.50 5,000 700 2,521 2,521 0 0 0 0 98

10M Down 2.30e+7 10,000 0.50 5,000 700 2,276 2,276 0 0 0 0 72

Totals: 0 0 0 170

Anchor/Rod Load Summary Rod Length
AGL
(in)

Lead Length
(ft)

Lead Angle
(deg)

Strength of
Assembly

(lbs)

Anchor/Rod
Strength
Factor

Allowable
Load
(lbs)

Max Load²
(lbs)

Load at Pole
MCU³
(lbs)

Max Required
Capacity² (%)

Single - 14" - Soil Class 4 0.00 10.00 90.0 31,000 0.50 15,500 4,796 0 30.9
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Pole Buckling

Buckling
Constant

Buckling
Column
Height*

(ft)

Buckling
Section
Height

(% Buckling
Col. Hgt.)

Buckling
Section

Diameter
(in)

Minimum
Buckling

Diameter at
GL
(in)

Diameter at
Tip
(in)

Diameter at
GL
(in)

Modulus of
Elasticity

(psi)

Pole
Density

(pcf)

Ice Density
(pcf)

Pole Tip
Height

(ft)

Buckling
Load

Capacity at
Height
(lbs)

Buckling
Load

Applied at
Height
(lbs)

Buckling
Load Factor

of Safety

0.71 23.26 34.04 10.02 8.65 6.05 11.04 1.60e+6 60.00 57.00 39.00 74,852 745.36 32.26
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ATTACHMENT I



 

 

Wireless Communications Initiative Study 

Wireless Facilities Impact on Property Values 

November 2012 

 

Background 

Wireless technology has dramatically changed the way the world communicates. There are over 

6 billion wireless phones being used worldwide. In the United States the number of wireless 

phones is greater than the population. Conversely, with the advent of smart phones and wireless 

devices, there is increasing strain being put our already stressed wireless infrastructure. The goal 

of the Wireless Communications Initiative (WCI) is to enable the deployment of a 21st century 

wireless infrastructure. Silicon Valley is clearly driving wireless innovation and the region has 

consistently been an early adopter of these products. 

However, compared to feature phones, smartphones place 24 times the demand on wireless 

networks, and smart devices such as tablets command 120 times as much. Carriers are trying to 

respond to this revolution in technology by deploying what is called Next Generation 

technology. Carriers tout the capacity of their 4G or LTE (Long Term Evolution) networks as 

significantly more efficient in managing the burgeoning demand placed on networks by 

applications such as streaming video.  

The significant challenge facing the next phase in technology deployment is the need to place 

wireless facilities in residential neighborhoods. These facilities need to be closer to consumers to 

allow signals to be accessible within homes. This is increasingly important given that about 30 

percent of homes rely solely on wireless phone service. In addition, almost 400,000 calls to 911 

are made each day using wireless phones. Access to a wireless network has now become a public 

safety imperative.  

Carriers are working with cities to identify neighborhood sites for wireless facilities. However, 

this task has been made more difficult in some cases when a few residents raise concerns about 

the placement of wireless towers. These residents oppose carrier applications because of 



trepidations related to Radio Frequency (RF) emissions or suspicions about a negative impact on 

property values. The anxiety that wireless towers impact property values has been a powerful 

argument used by opponents to carrier applications. Oftentimes, anecdotal evidence is used to 

bolster these arguments, absent any factual evidence regarding the veracity of these claims. 

Carrier and city attempts to address these concerns can lead to long delays in deploying and 

upgrading wireless facilities. It isn’t unusual for a single application to be delayed for a year or 

more while community concerns are being addressed. 

This study has been designed to assess the actual effects of wireless facilities on property values. 

We have the capability to consider wireless facilities that have been in place for several years. 

We can look at hundreds of recent real estate transactions to determine what effects are present.  

 

The Study Partners 

The Santa Clara County Association of REALTORS® and the Silicon Valley Association of 

REALTORS® (SILVAR) partnered with WCI to produce the study. The members of these two 

organizations are involved with most transactions involving single family residences in Silicon 

Valley. The Associations are over 100 years old and have a rich history paralleling the growth of 

the region. The organizations represent thousands of real estate agents who have a deep 

commitment to furthering the professionalism of the industry. 

 

In addition, WCI partnered with MLS Listings to perform the actual data analysis. MLSListings, 

Inc. was founded in 2007 by a collaboration between several established regional multiple listing 

services, notably Silicon Valley’s RE InfoLink and California’s Central Valley MLS. The 

company created by this merger, MLSListings Inc. serves nearly 16,000 subscribers and 6,000 

firms. MLSListings typically handles listings totaling nearly $70 billion annually. 

 

See Appendix B for more information about these organizations. 

 

  



 

The Methodology  

The data was compiled using over 1600 single-family home transactions from January to 

September 2012. A total of 70 wireless sites were selected in Palo Alto, Redwood City, Saratoga 

and San Jose. The survey compared the “list” and “sale” price for transactions based on the 

distant from the wireless facility. The transactions were grouped by those 1) within 1/8th of a 

mile, 2) 1/8 to a quarter mile and 3) a quarter to one-half mile.  

 

In addition, the study included all types of wireless facilities. These facilities may be A) a 

wireless tower, B) equipment placed on buildings (e.g. church, offices) or C) placed on a utility 

structure (e.g. pole, tower). 

 

See Appendix D for sample photographs of the sites. 

 

 
Sample MLS listing data query  



 

The chart below displays the aggregated results for the study. The list and sale prices are an 

aggregate of the all of the transactions that occurred within the specified distance from the 

wireless site during January to September 2012. The fourth column is derived as a percentage of 

the sale price to the list price.  

 

 

  Total List Price  Total Sale Price   %List to Sale  

Palo Alto       

0-0.125 mile  $              33,093,000   $              34,243,125  103% 

0.125-0.25  $           219,641,507   $           233,276,629  106% 

0.25-0.5  $        1,058,288,821   $        1,094,507,081  103% 

Redwood City       

0-0.125 mile  $                9,111,888   $                9,306,000  102% 

0.125-0.25  $              36,670,398   $              36,738,500  100% 

0.25-0.5  $              91,938,794   $              92,571,249  101% 

Saratoga       

0-0.125 mile  $              11,116,000   $              11,168,000  100% 

0.125-0.25  $              77,914,560   $              77,601,045  100% 

0.25-0.5  $           353,092,390   $           350,550,126  99% 

San Jose       

0-0.125 mile  $              29,024,249   $              28,695,250  99% 

0.125-0.25  $              57,135,400   $              57,075,940  100% 

0.25-0.5  $           157,404,541   $           158,404,215  101% 

 

A listing of the addresses for the wireless sites is in Appendix  A. 

 

  



 

Conclusion 

It is quite clear from the data that the distance from a wireless facility has no apparent impact 

on the value or sale price of a home. The relationship between the list and sale price 

remained the same no matter how close the property was to the wireless facility. In addition, 

we see that all the cities in the survey had similar results. The sites across all cities represent 

a variety of properties including those in neighborhoods with higher priced homes versus 

those in communities with more moderately priced homes.  

 

Most real estate professionals believe there are multiple factors that affect property values. 

These professionals still believe in the old adage that there are three factors: location, 

location, location. However, it is quite obvious that the overall economic climate can have an 

overriding effect on the real estate market. This year has seen a significantly stronger market 

for home sales, both in the number of transactions and sellers’ ability to obtain their asking 

price. Other factors that tend to impact property values include schools and access to 

transportation. 

 

This study should provide a data-based explanation of the relationship between home values 

and the proximity to wireless facilities. The conclusions can be understood to suggest that 

communities and carriers have done well in considering the placement of the technology. The 

Wireless Communications Initiative believes this continued commitment to resolving 

deployment issues will benefit our region and its neighborhoods.    



(Appendix A) 

Wireless Facilities Included In Study 

Palo Alto 

 1082 Coronado 

101 Alma St 

1985 Louis Road 

3990 El Camino 

305 N California 

10950 Channing 

1501 Page Mill Rd 

200 Page Mill Rd 

2047 bayshore 

2300 Geng Rd 

260 Sheridan 

2666 E Bayshore Rd 

2675 Hanover St 

2701 Middlefield Rd 

300 Pasteur Dr 

3000 Alexis 

3141 Maddux Dr 

3401 & 3431 Hillview 

345 Hamilton Ave 

3475 Deer Creek Rd 

3600 W Bayshore Rd 

3600 Middlefied 

3672 Middlefied 

3862 Middleflied  

4009 Miranda 

4243 Manuela Ave 

4249 El Camino Real 

488 University Ave 

525 University Ave 



531 Stanford Ave 

695 Arastradero 

711 Colorado 

724 Arastradero 

850 Webster St 

855 El Camino 

900 Blake Wilbur Dr 

799 Arastradero 

760 Porter 

3000 El Camino Real 

675 El Camino Real 

2595 E Bayshore 

Junipero & Stanford 

Page Mill & Foothill 

 Redwood City 

3025 Jefferson Ave 

468 Grand St 

1175 Palomar 

1251 Annette 

2900 Whipple Ave 

 Saratoga 

14407 Big Basin Way 

14000 Fruitvale 

13000 Glen Brae 

13750 Prune Blossom 

14091 Quito Rd 

12770 Saratoga Ave 

1777 Saratoga Ave 

13601 Saratoga Ave 

20508 Saratoga Los Gatos 

19491 Saratoga Los Gatos 

12393 Saratoga Sunnyvale 



12413 Saratoga Sunnyvale 

Hwy 9 & Quito 

 San Jose 

2827 Flint Ave 

930 Remillard Ct 

3675 Payne Ave 

144 S Jackson 

366 Saint Julie Dr 

1529 Newport Ave 

1200 Fleming Ave 

2110 Story Rd 

1635 Park Ave 

1700 Moffat St 

 Disclaimer: the data was pulled on 10/2/2012  pulling only single family residence (class 1 in 

MLSListings, Inc.) with a time frame of all sales from 1/1/2012 to 10/2/2012 

 

  



Appendix B 

Santa Clara County Association of REALTORS® 

 

History 

Santa Clara County Association of REALTORS®, established in 1896, has a long and rich 

history paralleling the history of Santa Clara Valley. SCCAOR, the first trade association in 

California, is the largest real estate board in Northern California, and was listed as one of the 

nation's top 20 associations by the Foundation of the American Society of Association 

Executives. It has come a long way since its first members took potential buyers to preview 

properties in horse-drawn buggies. 

Over the years, its members have made very significant contributions, both in the real estate 

industry and to the quality of life in Santa Clara County, through their community service 

activities. Santa Clara County Association of REALTORS®'s history is one of recognizing 

changing needs in the real estate industry, economy, and technology, and leading the way in 

responding to those needs. 

Santa Clara County Association of REALTORS® was the first real estate board in California to 

employ a Government Affairs Director to represent the interest of property owners, 

REALTORS® and the real estate industry, at all levels of government. Threats to property rights 

remain an increasingly "hot" item on legislative agendas. 

The Board's educational activities for members and the public consistently win state and national 

awards for high quality and leadership, including the Real Estate Assistants Program, developed 

in 1994. Ongoing classes and seminars provide Members with the most current, professional 

education for the benefit of their clients and their careers. 

In support of the many communities our members serve, SCC REALTORS® FOUNDATION, a 

nonprofit corporation designed to direct Member's monetary contributions to the most vital 

community needs, was formed in 1991. 



Integrity, strength and innovation are the foundation of Santa Clara County Association of 

REALTORS®'s history. In the same tradition, established during the past century, we are 

committed to being an industry leader, bringing positive action and service to our Members and 

communities for the next 100 years.  

 

The Silicon Valley Association of REALTORS® 

The Silicon Valley Association of REALTORS® (SILVAR) is a professional trade organization 

representing over 4000 REALTORS® and Affiliate members engaged in the real estate business 

on the Peninsula and in the South Bay. SILVAR promotes the highest ethical standards of real 

estate practice, serves as an advocate for homeownership and homeowners, and represents the 

interests of property owners in Silicon Valley. 

 

It is the duty and responsibility of every REALTOR® member of this Association to abide by 

the "Code of Ethics" of the National Association of REALTORS®. The term "REALTOR®" is a 

registered collective membership mark which identifies a real estate professional who is a 

member of the National Association of REALTORS® & who subscribes to its strict Code of 

Ethics. 

 

 

 

MLSListings, Inc. was founded in 2007 as a collaboration between several established regional 

multiple listing services, notably Silicon Valley’s RE InfoLink and California’s Central Valley 

MLS. As the company created by this merger, MLSListings Inc. serves nearly 16,000 

subscribers and 6,000 firms in Santa Clara, Santa Cruz, Monterey, San Mateo, San Benito, 

Merced, San Joaquin and Stanislaus Counties – an area of approximately 28,000 square miles, 

reaching from San Francisco to Big Sur, and including some of the most valuable real estate in 

the world. MLSListings typically handles listings totaling nearly $70 billion annually. 

http://www.mlslistings.com/


In April, 2008, MLSListings, Inc. joined with three other Northern California MLS services – 

San Francisco MLS, Bay Area Real Estate Services, and MetroList Services – in an 

unprecedented alliance to share multiple listing data throughout Northern California. This new 

alliance serves nearly 50,000 brokers in 19 Northern California Counties, a total population of 

nearly 9 million people. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Appendix C 

Wireless Site Photographs (Sampling) 
 

 
366 St. Julie Drive, San Jose 

 

 

 
2110 Story Road, San Jose 



3675 Payne, San Jose 



 
12770 Saratoga Ave, Saratoga 

 

 
14407 Big Basin Way 

 



 

 
675 El Camino, Palo Alto 

  



 
1082 Colorado St.  Palo Alto 

 

 
1985 Louis Road, Palo Alto 



 

 

 
4009 Miranda, Palo Alto 

 

 
4243 Manuela, Palo Alto, CA 

 

 



2575 Hanover, Palo Alto 
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From: Gary Trott 2 [mailto:gary_trott@comcast.net]  
Sent: Friday, April 19, 2019 4:51 PM 
To: Laura Richstone <lrichstone@smcgov.org>; chandra.simon@gmail.com; 'Laurie Meisenheimer' <prapin@att.net>; 
'William Fox' <william.w.fox@gmail.com>; kanayujuico@gmail.com; pjbayley@yahoo.com; yanli.mi@gmail.com; 
ztokyo@sbcglobal.net; tomfinke2010@gmail.com; zmhitchcock@gmail.com; liesjenicolas@gmail.com; 
laureltnagle@gmail.com; dylanashbrook@gmail.com; pamela@merkadeau.com; smalllittlet@yahoo.com 
Cc: 'Gary Trott' <gary_trott@comcast.net> 
Subject: RE: Small cell application PLN 2018-00079 (1175 Parrott Drive) Fire and RF concerns public input 
 
Dear Ms Laura Richstone                                                           19-April-2019 
 
Re: PLN 2018-00079 at 1175 Parrott Dr.  
References [1] https://spaces.hightail.com/receive/ya899YqnSi  
                           [A] Highlands Baywood Park 005 - Alternatives Analysis.pdf 
                            [B] Highlands Baywood Park 005 RF Exposure Study - H&E.pd 
                            [C] Highlands Baywood Park 005_Side Mount Analysis.pdf  
                            [D] PLN 2018-00079 Photo sims.pdf 
                            [E] PLN 2018-00079 Plans.pdf 
                            [F] SF Highlands Baywood Park 005 OCALC Stamped Letter.pdf 
                     [2] State of Ca. Rules for Overhead Electric Line Construction General Order No. 95  
                     [3] Bulletin No. 65, “Evaluating Compliance with FCC-Specified Guidelines for Human  
                           Exposure to Radio Frequency Radiation” August 1997 
 
I still maintain the FCC “Small Cell” order FCC 18-133 and the California Public Utilities Code Section 7901, do not absolve 
the San Mateo County Zoning Commission from taking responsibility to protect the public welfare of people, property, 
and the environment from hazards associated with development of new wireless telecommunication facilities.  It even 
states that requirement on the San Mateo County applicate application form.  
 
The revised application has made important strides in correcting and updating the mechanical pole top information.  At 
the same time the application again ignored GO-95 requirements that would minimize the fire danger due to shorts on 
the power lines outlined in my previous  16-Jan-2019 analysis. Furthermore, the RF hazard analysis is incomplete. The 
guy wire is attached in the high hazard area of the antenna. It extends to the ground level where people (kids and 
gardeners) can touch the guy wire. Yet the hazard was not assessed as per the FCC requirements. See below for specific 
details and code requirements.  
 
I would be happy to raise these issues at a future public zoning officer meeting. 
 
Regards 
Gary Trott 
 
----------------------------------- 
Specifics: 
 
1) Site and mechanical Drawings.  
 
1D) Fire Concern: Powerline conductor distance with respect to metal brackets for the Utility Pole Top Extension, can 
and will, contribute to dry band arcing and leakage current. Thus resulting in a pole fire adjacent to a rural RM zone 
area with high fuel loading. 
 
During the summer months dust and other contaminants will cling to the surface of the pole wood and insulators. When 
combined with moisture from  normal seasonal fog the result will precipitate dry band arcing forming a path for leakage 
current. The current path will be concentrated through the closest metallic parts. Over time the leakage current will 

https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/D9DYCpYokwTOA8xxHP5ryV
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/ODHZCxkz2qFRxAQQCWyhHR
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/L1scCyPA9lI2LMyysP5VD3


increase resulting in wood pole fire. There are previous reports of half a dozen such fires within the Baywood Park and 
Highlands neighborhood in the past. One of which happened at my house. 
 
In the drawings [1E pg A3] the cross arm holding the center power line  together with the metallic Utility Pole Top 
Extension bracket assembly is an example of a metal object in close proximity to the energized electrical conductors. 
Furthermore, it is a violation of GO-95 codes.  See the red arrows in the figure below and compare to the GO-95 code 
section: 
 

GO 95 Sec IX, 94.4C, D, and Fig 94.1 “support element” top of pole antenna 
94.4  Clearances 
     “C.  Antennas, associated equipment (e.g. terminations, enclosures) and support elements installed 
above supply lines and/or communication lines of different ownership attached to the same structure 
shall maintain the vertical clearances specified in Rule 38, Table 2, Case 21, Columns A - H. 
 
Note:    Other vertical clearances between communication equipment and supply lines are specified in 
Rule 92.1-F(2)”.  
 
 Table 2, Case 21 Column A says the spacing shown by the red arrows should be not less than 
24inches to the metal Utility Pole Top Extension.   

 

 
 
Of course, an easy solution is to lower the PG&E cross arm by 24 inches from the pole top. But it is not considered in the 
applicate design. 
 
 
2) RF-EME Compliance and exposure hazard to people at ground level 
Observe that the pole guy wires on the 1175 Parrott Dr. pole are not included in this project radio frequency report.[1E, 
1B]  The pole guy wire is attached at the pole in the high hazard RF zone near the new antenna. Some radiation will be 
absorbed and transferred by the metal guy wire to a location near  ground level. Consider, what is the hazard to a 
person (gardener), in terms of the amount of RF energy from the new antenna, transferred to someone who touches the 
pole guy wire, on the ground?   
 
Thus, the new certified analysis by the Hammett & Edison Inc [1B] is incomplete.  It does an adequate job of estimating 
the direct, through the air,  RF exposure hazard to show it is below the FCC limits. However, there is no analysis of hot 
spots or other hazards associated with reflections and re-radiation from metal objects in the vicinity of the antenna.[ See 
ref. 3 pg 36 and definitions within of hot spots and re-radiation] 
     

“When considering the contributions to field strength or power density from other RF 
sources, care should be taken to ensure that such variables as reflection and re-radiation are 
considered. In cases involving very complex sites predictions of RF fields may not be possible, 
and a measurement may be necessary.”  

  
Therefore the RF safety of people in the presence of the guy wire is not assured.  Taken together with the fire hazard 
discussed above, the application should be returned to the applicant for revision.  
 

https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/DfYnCv2x8qILA6yyhAug6B
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/MOw5CwpyK9cVy1RRU18U2b


Regards 
Gary Trott 
 

 
From: Jacob Ritvo [mailto:jacobritvo@gmail.com]  
Sent: Sunday, April 07, 2019 9:19 PM 
To: Dave Pine <dpine@smcgov.org>; Laura Richstone <lrichstone@smcgov.org>; Deb Robinson 
<drobinson@smcgov.org> 
Cc: highlandscapresident@gmail.com 
Subject: Zoning permit hearing PLN 2018-00071 and PLN 2018-00079 

 
Dear San Mateo County Supervisors, 
 
I object to the proposed placement of 5G cell phone antennas on telephone poles close to my home in the Highlands 
neighborhood of Unincorporated San Mateo County and County Service Area #1. 
 
I am writing in supports of your letter to the FCC dated September 19, 2018.  I support San Mateo County ordinances 
that appropriately direct placement to alternative locations away from residents' homes, and I oppose overreach by the 
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) that would limit our local government's ability regulate, and our 
community's ability to review, the location and placement of such new infrastructure. 
 
I am very concerned about the evidenced health risks, especially to children living within such proximity to these 5G 
antennas.  Just last week, Brussels, Belgium became the first major city to stop 5G expansion over health concerns. 
 
Please let me know what solutions the Board is considering in order to resolve this important matter for our community, 
and if there is anything I can do as well.  Thank you for your efforts on behalf of San Mateo County residents. 
 
Sincerely, 
Jacob Ritvo 
5 Powhatan Place 
April 7, 2019 
 

From: Chandra Simon Ritvo [mailto:chandra.simon@gmail.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, March 20, 2019 9:08 PM 
To: Debra Robinson <drobinson@smcgov.org> 
Subject: Zoning permit hearing: PLN 2018-00071 and PLN 2018-00079 
 
Dear Ms. Robinson, 
 
As a resident of the San Mateo Highlands, I am writing to voice my objection to the proposal to place 5G antennas on 
telephone poles near the Highlands and County Service Area 1. As the mother of two young boys, I am very concerned 
about the (scientifically backed) health risks, especially to children of living within such proximity to these 5G antennas. 
 
I support the County Board of Supervisors’ letter to the FCC (Sept. 19, 2018), and I support San Mateo County 
ordinances that appropriately direct placement to alternative locations away from resident’s homes. I oppose the FCC 
overreach that would limit local government regulations and public review of the location and placement of new 
infrastructure.  
 
Thank you for your efforts to protect the health and well-being of San Mateo County residents. 
 
Chandra Ritvo 
5 Powhatan Place, San Mateo 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

mailto:chandra.simon@gmail.com
mailto:drobinson@smcgov.org


From: Laurie Meisenheimer [mailto:prapin@att.net]  
Sent: Monday, March 04, 2019 11:28 AM 
To: Dave Pine <dpine@smcgov.org> 
Cc: HighlandsCAPresident@gmail.com; Debra Robinson <drobinson@smcgov.org>; Laura Richstone 
<lrichstone@smcgov.org> 
Subject: PLN 2018-00071 & PLN 2018-00079 Cell phone equipment placement 

 
Dear Supervisor Pine and Board of Supervisors, 
 
I am writing in support of your excellent September 19th letter to Secretary Dortch of the FCC. The FCC's ruling was indeed 
counterproductive and not well thought out in terms of benefitting the public. I urge you and the and County staff to continue to keep 
these excessive pieces of equipment in carefully selected sites and most specifically off of our telephone poles. We need your help and 
vigilance on this. The expediting of 5G service should not come at the expense of making neighborhoods ugly. And far more 
importantly, the placement of the additional equipment should not come at the cost of public safety.  We have seen the devastating 
tragedies of the California wildfires and should not  ever permit this amount of additional equipment to be added to telephone poles. 
There have been several documented cases of telephone pole fires and sparking in the last several years in the neighborhoods of the 
San Mateo Highlands and the area around Parrott Drive. As you know, we are adjacent to fields and heavily wooded areas that need to 
be protected from fires and sparking!! The poles and equipment are old, and PG &E is already struggling to maintain its equipment 
properly. Adding this amount of additional equipment to our neighborhood streets on the telephone poles is not helping to prevent 
wildfires. Keeping the equipment on co-locations in public locations is within the scope of power of the County and will help to keep 
us safe.  
 
Sincerely, 
Laurie Meisenheimer 
San Mateo, CA  
 

From: William Fox [mailto:william.w.fox@gmail.com]  
Sent: Friday, March 01, 2019 3:26 PM 
To: Dave Pine <dpine@smcgov.org>; Carole Groom <cgroom@smcgov.org>; Don Horsley <dhorsley@smcgov.org>; 
Warren Slocum <WSlocum@smcgov.org>; David Canepa <dcanepa@smcgov.org> 
Cc: Laura Richstone <lrichstone@smcgov.org>; Debra Robinson <drobinson@smcgov.org>; 
HighlandsCAPresident@gmail.com 
Subject: Zoning Permit Hearing: PLN 2018-00071 and PLN 2018-00079 

 
Dear Board of Supervisors of the County of San Mateo: 
 
I object to the proposed placement of 5G wireless infrastructure equipment on top of utility poles in such close 
proximity to residential homes in Unincorporated San Mateo Highlands and County Service Area #1. 
 
I support your letter to the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) dated September 19, 2018. I support San Mateo 
County ordinances that appropriately direct placement of similar equipment to alternative locations, away from 
residential homes. I oppose FCC government overreach that would limit the enforcement of local government 
regulations and public review of the location and placement of new wireless infrastructure. 
 
Please let me know what solutions the Board is considering in order to resolve this important issue for the taxpayers and 
residents of San Mateo County. Thank you for your efforts in this matter. 
 
Bill Fox 
1719 Monticello Rd, San Mateo, CA 94402 
March 1, 2019 

From: Kana Yujuico [mailto:kanayujuico@gmail.com]  
Sent: Thursday, February 21, 2019 5:20 PM 
To: Dave Pine <dpine@smcgov.org>; Laura Richstone <lrichstone@smcgov.org>; Debra Robinson 
<drobinson@smcgov.org> 



Cc: HighlandsCAPresident@gmail.com 
Subject: PLN 2018-00071 & PLN 2018-00079 

 
Dear San Mateo County Supervisors,  
 
I object to the proposed placement of 5G cell phone antennas on telephone poles close to resident's homes in 
Unincorporated San Mateo Highlands and County Service Area #1.  
 
I am writing in support of the County Board of Supervisors' letter to the FCC dated September 19, 2018. I support San 
Mateo County ordinances that appropriately direct placement to alternative locations away from resident's homes. I 
oppose Federal Communications Commission (FCC) government overreach that would limit local government 
regulations and public review of the location and placement of new infrastructure.  
 
Please let me know what solutions the Board is considering in order to resolve this important matter for taxpayers and 
residents of San Mateo County. Thank you for your efforts on behalf of San Mateo County residents.  
 
Kana Yujuico  
35 White Plains Ct, San Mateo, CA 94402  

From: peter bayley [mailto:pjbayley@yahoo.com]  
Sent: Monday, February 18, 2019 12:45 PM 
To: Dave Pine <dpine@smcgov.org>; Laura Richstone <lrichstone@smcgov.org>; Debra Robinson 
<drobinson@smcgov.org>; Liesje Nicolas <highlandscapresident@gmail.com> 
Subject: Fopposition Letter for Unsafe Cell Phone Antenna to Highlands Neighborhood PLN 2018-00071 and PLN 2018-
00079) 
 
Name: Peter Bayley  
Date: 18 Feb 2019 
Address: 1591 Lexington Ave, San Mateo, CA, 94402 
 
To San Mateo County Supervisor Dave Pine, District 1 
CC: Carole Groom, President of San Mateo County Board of Supervisors 
Supervisor Don Horsley 
Supervisor Warren Slocum 
Supervisor David Canepa 
San Mateo County Planning Department 
Steve Monowitz, Director 
Laura Richstone, SMC Planner 
Debra Robertson, SMC Zoning Hearing Secretary 
 
Re: PLN 2018-00071 and PLN 2018-00079 
 
Dear San Mateo County Supervisors, 
 
I object to the proposed placement of 5G cell phone antennas on telephone poles close to resident's homes in 
unincorporated San Mateo Highlands and County Service Area #1. 
 
I am writing in support of the County Board of Supervisor's letter to the FCC dated September 19. 2018.  I support San 
Mateo County ordiances that appropriately direct placement to alternative locations away from resident's homes. I 
oppose Federal Communications Commission (FCC) government overeach that would limit local government regulations 
and public review of the location and placement of new infrastructure. 
 

tel:2018-00071
tel:2018-00079


Please let me know what solutions the Board is considering in order to resolve this important matter for taxpayers and 
residents of San Mateo County and if there is anything I can do as well. Thank you for your efforts on behalf of San 
Mateo County residents. 
 
Best regards, 
 
Peter Bayley  

From: Yanli Mi [mailto:yanli.mi@gmail.com]  
Sent: Monday, February 18, 2019 12:26 PM 
To: Dave Pine <dpine@smcgov.org>; Laura Richstone <lrichstone@smcgov.org>; Debra Robinson 
<drobinson@smcgov.org>; HighlandsCAPresident@gmail.com 
Subject: Opposition Letter for Unsafe Cell Phone Antenna to Highlands Neighborhood PLN 2018-00071 and PLN 2018-
00079) 

 
Name: Yanli Mi 
Date: 18 Feb 2019 
Address: 1591 Lexington Ave, San Mateo, CA, 94402 
 
To San Mateo County Supervisor Dave Pine, District 1 
CC: Carole Groom, President of San Mateo County Board of Supervisors 
Supervisor Don Horsley 
Supervisor Warren Slocum 
Supervisor David Canepa 
San Mateo County Planning Department 
Steve Monowitz, Director 
Laura Richstone, SMC Planner 
Debra Robertson, SMC Zoning Hearing Secretary 
 
Re: PLN 2018-00071 and PLN 2018-00079 
 
Dear San Mateo County Supervisors, 
 
I object to the proposed placement of 5G cell phone antennas on telephone poles close to resident's homes in 
unincorporated San Mateo Highlands and County Service Area #1. 
 
I am writing in support of the County Board of Supervisor's letter to the FCC dated September 19. 2018. I support San 
Mateo County ordiances that appropriately direct placement to alternative locations away from resident's homes. I 
oppose Federal Communications Commission (FCC) government overeach that would limit local government regulations 
and public review of the location and placement of new infrastructure. 
 
Please let me know what solutions the Board is considering in order to resolve this important matter for taxpayers and 
residents of San Mateo County and if there is anything I can do as well. Thank you for your efforts on behalf of San 
Mateo County residents. 
 
Best regards, 
 
Yanli Mi 

From: matt Zal [mailto:ztokyo@sbcglobal.net]  
Sent: Thursday, February 14, 2019 12:46 PM 
To: Laura Richstone <lrichstone@smcgov.org> 
Subject: PLN 2018-00071 & 2018-00079 
 



We object to the proposed placement of 5G cell phone antennas on telephone poles close to resident's homes in 
Unincorporated San Mateo Highlands and County Service Area #1. 
 
I am writing in support of the County Board of Supervisors' letter to the FCC dated Sept 19, 2018. I support  San Mateo 
County ordinances that appropriately direct placement to alternative locations away from resident's homes. I oppose 
FCC government overreach that would limit local government regulations and public review of the location and 
placement of new Infrastructure. 
 
Please let me know what solutions the Board is considering in order to resolve this important matter for taxpayers and 
residents of San Mateo County and if there is anything I can do as well. 
 
Finally, please address the issue of electromagnetic radiation emitted by these transmitters. If you feel this radiation is 
perfectly safe, you can re-assure your voters by installing a transmitter next to your bedroom, and keeping us updated 
on you and your family's health. 
 
Thank you.  
Matthew & Kazuko Aida Zalewski 
1425 Lexington Ave, San Mateo 94402 

From: Tom Finke [mailto:tomfinke2010@gmail.com]  
Sent: Thursday, January 31, 2019 7:36 PM 
To: Laura Richstone <lrichstone@smcgov.org> 
Cc: Debra Robinson <drobinson@smcgov.org>; Dave Pine <dpine@smcgov.org>; HighlandsCAPresident@gmail.com; 
HighlandsCAPres@gmail.com; Christine Tam <ctamsm@gmail.com> 
Subject: Zoning permit hearing: PLN 2018-00071 and PLN 2018-00079 

  
Hello Ms. Richstone, 
 
Regarding the upcoming zoning permit hearing for the proposed 5G cell phone tower antennas on the telephone poles 
in San Mateo Highlands, I would like to add my voice to the community's disapproval of the project. I think the antennas 
are too big and unsightly for the streets of our residential neighborhood. An alternative idea would be to place the 
antennas on the various water towers in the area. 
 
Thank you! 
 
Tom Finke 
San Mateo Highlands Resident 
 
2067 New Brunswick Drive, San Mateo, CA 94402 
650 571 6557 

From: Gary Trott 2 [mailto:gary_trott@comcast.net]  
Sent: Wednesday, January 16, 2019 4:09 PM 
To: Laura Richstone <lrichstone@smcgov.org> 
Cc: Gary_trott@comcast.net; 'Nagle Laurel' <laureltnagle@gmail.com>; 'Dylan Ashbrook' <dylanashbrook@gmail.com>; 
'Pamela Merkadeau' <pamela@merkadeau.com>; Steve Monowitz <smonowitz@smcgov.org>; Dave Pine 
<dpine@smcgov.org>; Debra Robinson <drobinson@smcgov.org>; lgrote@smcgov.org; Liesje Nicolas 
<liesjenicolas@gmail.com>; 'Tania L' <smalllittlet@yahoo.com> 
Subject: Re: PLN 2018-00079 Fire, property damage, and RF Concerns from wireless telecomm. facility at 1175 Parrott 
Dr. 
 
Dear Ms Laura Richstone                                                                    16-Jan-2019 
 
Re: PLN 2018-00079 at 1175 Parrott Dr.  
References 

mailto:gary_trott@comcast.net
mailto:lrichstone@smcgov.org
mailto:Gary_trott@comcast.net
mailto:laureltnagle@gmail.com
mailto:dylanashbrook@gmail.com
mailto:pamela@merkadeau.com
mailto:smonowitz@smcgov.org
mailto:dpine@smcgov.org
mailto:drobinson@smcgov.org
mailto:lgrote@smcgov.org
mailto:liesjenicolas@gmail.com
mailto:smalllittlet@yahoo.com


       [1] Document  Item 1 Staff Report 15-Nov-2018 
             https://planning.smcgov.org/sites/planning.smcgov.org/files/events/PLNs2018.00071.FINAL__0.pdf  
 
The   FCC “Small Cell” order FCC 18-133 and the California Public Utilities Code Section 7901, do not absolve the San 
Mateo County Zoning Commission from taking responsibility to protect the public welfare of people, property, and the 
environment from hazards associated with development of new wireless telecommunication facilities.  It even states 
that requirement on the applicate application form.  However, the data collected and shared in the staff report of 15-
November-2018 for project PLN2018-00079 has important errors, omissions,  and is lacking validation criteria related to 
the general safety of the installation.   
 
My original safety concerns are in the 2-December email at the very bottom and specific updates containing more data 
are just below. 
I would be happy to raise these issues at the 21-February-2019 public meeting if they are not addressed at the staff 
level. 
 
Regards 
Gary Trott 
 
----------------------------------------------- 
Specifics : 
 

1) Site and mechanical drawings.  
 
1A: Concern – The pole could break in storm winds causing damage to local cars or buildings.  
       There is no justification or verification the pole can withstand the extra load of the antenna.  
       It is a GO-95 code requirement.  
 

See GO-95 Rule 94.11 Pole Overtuning Calculation revised decision no. 16-01-046. 
A pole overturning calculation shall be performed before a pole-top antenna installation is added to a pole. The 
calculation shall use a safety factor of 3.0 for Grade A construction, and 2.0 for Grades B and C construction, and 
incorporate loads for the entire pole structure, including all existing attachments and guys (if any), and all 
elements of the planned pole-top antenna installation. After the installation, the safety factor shall comply with 
Rule 44.3. 
 
Note: The purpose of this calculation is to ensure that the pole overturning moment does not exceed the capacity 
of the soil, rock, or other material in which the pole is embedded to resist the pole overturning moment.  

 
1B) Concern: Damaged pole top. The pole has not been checked for fire damage at the pole top. This is common in our 
neighborhood due to summer dust plus coastal fog creating shorts between the wires igniting the dry old wooden poles. 
The fire will weaken the pole top at the connection point for the new mini-cell tower.   

 
 
The project must have a written certification from PG&E that the pole is not damaged from fire or dry rot. As we have 
seen from all the PG&E induced fires, verbal or implicit assumptions of PG&E level of responsibility are not sufficient to 
protect the public safety. Get something in writing. 
 
1C) Covers on ancillary pole installed equipment. 

https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/JzPMCxkz2qFxn4D6TYsLMY


The drawings do not contain UL or NEMA certifications that the equipment covers will not blow off during winter storms 
and damage local structures. Only the antenna has such documented information 
 
1D) Concern: Powerline conductor distance with respect to metal brackets for the PVC conduit, or the Utility Pole Top 
metal extension, can and will start fires. 

i) Drawings A-3 and A-4 (Ref#1 pgs 50 & 51 are incorrect. 
      - There is a second set of power line conductors (not shown) below the cross arm. (See visual photos) 
      - A-3 and A-4 do not match cross arm height position with respect to the pole top extension metal bracket.  
              (37 ft versus 36.6ft)      
ii) Drawing A-3 of pole top extension metal bracket conductor distance is in violation of code GO-95.  
     Shorts will increase the fire hazard. See red dot area in attached image. 

See GO 95 Sec IX, 94.4C, D, and Fig 94.1 “support element” top of pole antenna 
94.4  Clearances 
     C.  Antennas, associated equipment (e.g. terminations, enclosures) and support elements installed 
above supply lines and/or communication lines of different ownership attached to the same structure 
shall maintain the vertical clearances specified in Rule 38, Table 2, Case 21, Columns A - H. 
 
Note:    Other vertical clearances between communication equipment and supply lines are specified in 
Rule 92.1-F(2). 
    
   D.  Antennas, associated equipment (e.g. terminations, enclosures) and support elements, installed 
above supply lines and/or communication lines of different ownership, shall maintain the radial 
clearances from unattached supply and communication lines specified in Rule 38, Table 2, Case 3. 

       

  
 
 
 

2 ) RF-EME compliance RF energy and lack of validation.   
Ref [1] Guy wire drawing C-1 pg48, photo pg54, and RF-EME report pgs60-76 
RF CONCERN: The RF-EME report lacks validation. How do we know it was done correctly to protect the public safety? 
There is no expert review.  For example, the report does not incorporate the pole guy wires. Which are critical passive, 
RF electrical elements for this installation accessible by a public person. 
 
Observe that the pole guy wires on the 1175 Parrott Dr.  pole are not included in this project radio frequency 
report.  Consider, what is the hazard to a person (gardener), in terms of the amount of RF energy from the new antenna, 
transferred to someone who touches the pole guy wire on the ground? 
 
2A) It is well known that a vertical conducting wire, stuck into the ground will act like an antenna or 
receiver.  Manifestations include, lightning rods, Ham radio antennas, and aluminum foil sparking in microwave oven. 
Each is operating in a different part of the RF spectrum.  The RF report uses “RoofView” software to estimate the RF 
power density surrounding the antenna. At ground level, the RF hazard through the air is at a large enough distances to 
be below the FCC safe limits for RF emissions. So a person on the sidewalk, below the antenna, is safe.  
 
But why don’t metal objects show up in the calculations?  According to the release notes for Roofview version 4.9 (see 
link) the software uses one square foot pixels. This means all of the metal parts and equipment on the pole are invisible 

https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/Yw2eCwpyK9cyJzkMIqX7ie


to the calculations as the top cross sections are dimensionally  less than one foot. However, from basic physical 
principles, objects larger than 1/10th the wavelength have a progressively larger effect on RF emissions, reflections and 
absorption.   (Note for this application 700 MHz =1.4ft,   2100 MHz=0.46 ft wavelength). So while the pole metal boxes 
might not impact the calculations the guy wires, each longer than 30 ft, and grounded, will directly absorb RF energy 
from the antenna. The top end of the guy wires are well within the hazard area defined by the warning sign placements. 
So the pole guy wires are in a high field RF environment and can electrically conduct absorbed energy directly down to 
ground level. Similar to a lighting rod.   Given the metal resistance of the pole guy wire is finite, there is some voltage 
potential developed along the wire. The voltage will be high near the antenna and near zero at ground level. A person 
can easily touch the guy wire between 4ft and 10ft for pruning bushes. Thus, there will be some voltage present. Where 
is the calculation, or verification by measurement, showing a person touching the guy wire above the ground will be safe 
from the 700MHz/2000MHz induced voltages? Will the skin touching the wire be heated like food in a microwave?  
 
Therefore , the hazard to the public has not been evaluated or validated as safe in the RF model if a person is touching 
the pole guy wires 5ft-10ft above ground level.  
 
2B) The material of the caution sign is metal. [Ref#1 pg 52 drawing D-1] So it can cause fires if it is implicit in an electrical 
short event. In the RF report, pg74, the caution sign is shown to be posted 12’ below the antenna at the junction of the 
cross arm.  That is the worst case position for causing shorts between the power line conductors. It  is violation of the 
GO-95 codes. See above 1D ii)  
                     
As a general note the grid size must be included in the RF report. As frequencies go up for 5G installations the 
surrounding metal objects must be incorporated into the model as absorbers or reflectors/redirectors of RF energy.  
 
3) Justifiable need.[Ref#1, pg 9] 
Finally, what data was provided by the applicant to justify the staff comment the installation will “increase clarity, range, 
and capacity”? Especially as the staff indicated propagation maps, 10-year plans, and co-location information of other 
carriers could not be requested due to the CA Public Utilities code sec. 7901 due to recent legal developments?  [See Ref 
1 pg 5].  What is the benefit to the public of having the antenna installed based on data?  
 

From: Gary Trott 2 <gary_trott@comcast.net>  
Sent: Sunday, December 2, 2018 8:53 PM 
To: drobinson@smcgov.org; lrichstone@smcgov.org 
Cc: 'Gary Trott' <gary_trott@comcast.net> 
Subject: PLN2018-00071 and PLN2018-00079 
 
Dear Ms Laura Richstone   
 
Date: 2-Dec-18 
RE: Projects PLN2018-00071 and PLN2018-00079 continued from the 15-November-2018 meeting. 
 
References 
       [1] Document  Item 1 Staff Report from 
https://planning.smcgov.org/sites/planning.smcgov.org/files/events/PLNs2018.00071.FINAL__0.pdf  
       [2] SM County Zoning Regulations May 2018 
 
Below are my concerns about the new wireless telecommunications facilities originally scheduled for a public hearing on 
15-November-2108.  
 
Regards 
Gary Trott 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Concerns. 

mailto:gary_trott@comcast.net
mailto:drobinson@smcgov.org
mailto:lrichstone@smcgov.org
mailto:gary_trott@comcast.net
https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/JzPMCxkz2qFxn4D6TYsLMY


 
I realize the installation of new wireless telecommunications equipment must comply with the recent FCC “Small Cell” 
order FCC 18-133 and the California Public Utilities Code Section 7901. However, that does not relieve the San Mateo 
County Planning Commission of the responsibility to protect the public safety of people, property, and the environment 
from new development activities. To that end the applicant should be required to provide documented means to ensure 
and verify the installation and equipment will cause no hazard to the local surroundings.   I would be happy to raise 
these issues at a future public meeting if they are not addressed at the staff level. 
 

Concerns General.  
Sec 4a Staff finding statement “…will not be…Detrimental to public welfare or injurious to property. . .” [Ref#1 pg8] is 
not fully vetted for all hazards.   
 
1) Site Locations.  
A) The chosen pole location selected for both projects consists of the oldest PG&E poles in the area. New poles always 
have thicker diameters to be stronger. In heavy winter storm conditions the old pole could mechanically break during 
winter storms and cause damage to the local houses due to the extra wind/rain load of the new tower. I did not see any 
written inspections or certifications that the identified poles could withstand 125 mph winds and 86lbf loads with the 
cell tower extension. [see Ref #1 pg52 Antenna box for an example certification on the antenna shroud] 
 
B) Check for fire damage at pole tops. This is common in our neighborhood due to summer dust plus coastal fog creating 
shorts between the wires igniting the dry old wooden poles. The fire will weaken the pole top at the connection point 
for the new mini-cell tower.   

 
 
Thus the project must have a written certification from PG&E that the pole can withstand the high wind & water loads 
with the extended height.  As we have seen from all the PG&E induced fires, verbal or implicit assumptions of PG&E level 
of responsibility are not sufficient to protect the public safety.  Also see concern #6 below for new fire hazards.  
 
2) Covers on ancillary equipment.  
A similar concern is the covers of all the auxiliary equipment boxes. 
Where is the UL listed certification or NEMA certification that the covers will not fly off and damage houses in the local 
area during winter storm wind/rain conditions? 
 
 Ask the applicant for proper UL labeling with respect to wind/rain load hazards on the drawings   
 
3) RF -EME compliance verification 
A radio frequency report was created for each of the locations and reviewed by certified by a professional engineer. 
Where is the verification that the model geometry set up and simulation was done correctly?  
For example look at the Roofview Export files used for the simulations. From the mechanical drawings and site view, the 
PG&E pole wires and auxiliary metallic boxes are very different at each site. None of the other metallic structures for the 
ancillary equipment was incorporated in the models. [See Ref 1 pgs 46 and 76]. The simulation model results, as 
provided, are incomplete with respect to the incorporated site geometry, especially metallic, or conducting structures 
that impact radiation fields. This is especially import for ground planes. Note PLN2018-00071 does not use grounding 
rods like PLN2018-00079. A simulation model assumes a solid ground plane. Without a solid ground plane the simulation 
model provides invalid results that do not apply to the actual installation.  
 



 Please ask for written verification that that geometry and metallic conducting elements (boxes, electrical coax cable, 
guy wires, and ground planes) are property included in the simulation models to verify public safety from RF exposure 
for each site specific geometry.  
 
4) Compliance with the Use Permit Findings sec 4b. Staff recommendation [Ref 1 pg 9] 
What data was used for the staff determination that installation will “increase clarity, range, and capacity” at these 
locations given that previously the county said propagation maps and 10year plans and co-location information of other 
carriers could not be requested due to the CA Public Utilities code sec. 7901?  [See Ref 1 pg 5] Why does one carrier 
need the mini-cell tower and not all the other carriers.  
 
 The zoning officer can ask for the data set provided to be complete for justification of the site as part of the 
application process completness, without denying the application irrespective of Ca Public Utilities Code 7901 and 
recent legal developments. Sec. 6512.2(B) and Sec. 6512.5(B10, B11, B12, B13, and B16)  [Ref#2] 
 

PLN2018-00071 Specific. 
5) Drawings A-3  and A-4 (Ref#1 pgs 50 & 51) do not match. The cross arm to hold the insulators is at different heights 
between the new proposed front and side elevation profiles.  
     Which is correct 37ft or 37ft 6in? 
 Get the drawings corrected and in sync. 
 
6) Fire Hazard Increase. Drawing A-3. [Ref#1 pg50] Is in violation of NESC 234 code clearance for wires (or GO-95) to 
other metal structures and increases the fire hazard 
A) The center insulator and conducting wire are too near the new CONDUIT BRACKET, galvanized metal clamp and/or 
the UTILITY POLE TOP EXTENSION metal parts on the center pole as shown  in drawing D-1 [Ref1,pg52]. See red dot 
below. This increases the chance of an electrical short resulting in a fire. 
 
B) Please have an electrical building inspector check the NESC or GO-95 codes for power wire clearance to coaxial cables 
inside PVC tubing on a utility pole. 
 
 Verify clearance code compliance of new metal hardware and PVC encased coaxial cables on the new installations to 
reduce the possibilities of electrical shorts and associated new increased fire hazard.  

  
C) Grounding requirement. PLN2018-0071 is missing a CABLING LINE & GROUNDING DIAGRAMS for electrical 
interconnects. 
    See example D-1 [Ref#1 pg23] for the Lexington site. Does this installation need a grounding rod same as PLN2018-
00079?  
 Ask for an electrical connection diagram for the 1175 Parrott site. Does it need a grounding rod?  
 

PLN2018-00079 Specific.          Withdrawn 

 

From: Tom Finke [mailto:tomfinke2010@gmail.com]  
Sent: Thursday, January 31, 2019 7:36 PM 
To: Laura Richstone <lrichstone@smcgov.org> 
Cc: Debra Robinson <drobinson@smcgov.org>; Dave Pine <dpine@smcgov.org>; HighlandsCAPresident@gmail.com; 



HighlandsCAPres@gmail.com; Christine Tam <ctamsm@gmail.com> 
Subject: Zoning permit hearing: PLN 2018-00071 and PLN 2018-00079 

 
Hello Ms. Richstone, 
 
Regarding the upcoming zoning permit hearing for the proposed 5G cell phone tower antennas on the telephone poles 
in San Mateo Highlands, I would like to add my voice to the community's disapproval of the project. I think the antennas 
are too big and unsightly for the streets of our residential neighborhood. An alternative idea would be to place the 
antennas on the various water towers in the area. 
 
Thank you! 
 
Tom Finke 
San Mateo Highlands Resident 
 
2067 New Brunswick Drive, San Mateo, CA 94402 
650 571 6557 

From: zmhitchcock@gmail.com [mailto:zmhitchcock@gmail.com]  
Sent: Friday, January 18, 2019 2:55 PM 
To: Laura Richstone <lrichstone@smcgov.org> 
Cc: Debra Robinson <drobinson@smcgov.org>; Dave Pine <dpine@smcgov.org> 
Subject: 5G cells 

 

Good Afternoon, 

I live in the San Mateo Highlands and wholeheartedly OPPOSE any new installation of 5G cellular 
nodes/transmissions/poles/extensions, etc. or any heightening of existing poles.  

All existing, and any new utilities need to underground. Enough is enough.  

Best, 
 
Zack Hitchcock 
 

From: Gary Trott 2 [mailto:gary_trott@comcast.net]  
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2019 1:26 PM 
To: Laura Richstone <lrichstone@smcgov.org>; Debra Robinson <drobinson@smcgov.org> 
Cc: 'Nagle Laurel' <laureltnagle@gmail.com>; 'Dylan Ashbrook' <dylanashbrook@gmail.com>; 'Pamela Merkadeau' 
<pamela@merkadeau.com>; 'Gary Trott' <gary_trott@comcast.net>; 'Tania L' <smalllittlet@yahoo.com>; Steve 
Monowitz <smonowitz@smcgov.org>; Dave Pine <dpine@smcgov.org>; Liesje Nicolas <liesjenicolas@gmail.com> 
Subject: RE: 11/15/18 Request for Continuance PLN2018-00079 mini-cell tower 
 
Dear Ms Laura Richstone 
 
I saw from your other message sent 1/10/2019 that PLN2018-00079 (mini-cell tower at 1852 Lexington Avenue) is re-
scheduled for a zoning hearing  on 21-Feburary 2019. My original concerns submitted  on 2-Dec-2018 are shown at the 
bottom below.   
 
Do you have any updates with respect to protecting the public, structures, and environment by the county zoning 
commission, by validating the safety of the mini-cell tower installations?  
 



Please let me know if you have updated drawings, or validation of guy wires RF safety (expanded concern) in the RF 
model, beyond the 15-Nov staff report [Ref 1] below.  
 
Specifically: 
 
Item 7. New A-2 Drawing. No pole shorts, fire or equipment validation   
- Per Item 7 below, [Ref 1, pg21] Do you have an updated A-2 drawing showing the location of the cross arm insulators 
to compare to center mounted pole extension metal brackets? 
        CONCERN:  Metal bracket items near the power conductors increase fog induced shorts and cause fires. 

Code: General Order 95 Section VIII, Rule 84.8B “Attachments, (by means of hooks, knobs, or brackets) on the 
surface of pole shall be not less than 6 feet below or 4 feet above the level of the nearest unprotected supply 
conductor supported on the same pole. 
Or GO 95 Sec IX, 94.4C, D, and Fig 94.1 “support element” top of pole antenna => Table 2 case 3 col C =24” 

- Do you have updated mechanical validation that accessory equipment covers mounted on the pole meets  proper 
environmental UL or NEMA certification environmental codes? 
         CONCERN: Equipment covers must not fail an fly off causing damage cars or buildings during storms. 
- Has the pole been certified by PG&E to withstand the increased storm wind load with the new antenna? 
         CONCERN: The old pole could break during a storm causing damage to cars or buildings.   
 
Item 3. RF-EME compliance RF energy  and validation 
Ref [1] Guy wire drawing C-1 pg19, photo pg25, and RF-EME report pgs30-46 
Expanded RF CONCERN: The RF-EME report lacks validation and does not include the pole guy wires. 
How is it validated the calculation is accurate, and appropriately correct, to protect the public safety?  
 
Observe that the pole guy wires on the 1852 Lexington Ave pole are not included in this project radio frequency report. 
That location is near a school.  What is the amount of RF energy transferred to a child who grabs the pole guy wire? 
 
It is well known that a vertical conducting wire, stuck into the ground will act like an antenna or receiver. Think about 
Ham radio principles. Thus, the pole guy wire will act as a receiver.  The RF report uses “RoofView” software to estimate 
the power density surrounding the antenna. Through the air distances are below the FCC safe limits for RF emissions. 
But why don’t metal objects show up in the calculations?  According to the release notes for Roofview version 4.9 (see 
link) the software uses one square foot pixels. This means all of the metal parts and equipment on the pole are invisible 
to the calculations as the top cross sections are dimensionally  less than one foot. However, from basic physical 
principles, objects larger than 1/10th the wavelength have a progressively larger effect on RF emissions, reflections and 
absorption.   (Note for this application 700 MHz =1.4ft,   2100 MHz=0.46 ft wavelength). So while the pole metal boxes 
might not impact the calculations the guy wires, each longer than 30 ft, and grounded, will directly absorb RF energy 
from the antenna. The top end of the guy wires are well within the hazard area defined by the warning sign placements. 
So the pole guy wires are in a high field RF environment and can electrically conduct absorbed energy directly to ground 
level. A similar thing happens when you put metal foil into a microwave oven.   
 
Therefore , the hazard to the public has not been evaluated or validated as safe in the RF model if a person is touching 
the pole guy wires at ground level.  
 
As a general note the grid size must be included in the RF report. As frequencies go up for 5G installations the 
surrounding metal objects must be incorporated into the model as absorbers or reflectors/redirectors of RF energy.  
 
Regards 
Gary Trott 
 

Date:December 2, 2018 
 
TO: Laura Richstone, County Project Planner 
CC: Debra Robinson ZONING HEARING OFFICER SECRETARY 

https://protect-us.mimecast.com/s/hHn7ClYk2QTXp5EBcGjiAK


 
From: Tania Leung, member of the Baywood Park HOA and homeowner of 1127 Parrott Drive, San Mateo CA 94402 
 
RE: Pacific Gas & Electric 
Applicant: MODUS 
File No.: PLN 2018‐00071 and PLN 2018‐00079 Planner Laura Richstone 
 
Dear Ms Richstone/ Ms Robinson 
 
I am writing to OPPOSE the approval of the above permits, specifically PLN 2018-00079 1175 Parrott Drive: 
 

1. When looking at your staff report it was mentioned that the existing wooden PG&E pole will need to be 

extended and therefore exceed the local height restriction mentioned in section 6512.2.I.2 because it needs to 

comply with the GO-95 state and federal regulations.  Adding these cell phone towers should and will need to 

comply with Federal,State and Local regulations. 

2. On page 9 of your staff report it stated that the highest radiation (rf) would be at around 45ft.  But as you can 

see in this picture that 

both the home behind the 

pole and next to the pole 

are 2 story homes that are 

raised at a higher elevation 

- which means both these 

home will have a high 

radiation exposure 24 

hours a day and 7 days a 

week.  

 
3. The health hazard of 
wireless device is well 
documented: International 
Agency for Research on 
Cancer (IARC), a part of the 

World Health Organization, 
classified radio-frequency 
radiation from wireless 
devices as a “possible 
human carcinogen” based 
largely on findings of 
increased risks of gliomas 
and Schwann cell tumors in 
the brain near the ear in 
humans after long term use 
of cellphones. 
 

A recent study by the National Toxicology Program/National Institutes of Health (NTP/NIH) shows clear evidence 
of a causal link between cancer and exposure to wireless cell phone signals. 
 
The NTP findings that cell phone radiation caused cancers in the heart and brain, DNA damage in brain cells, 
heart muscle disease and reduced birth weights clearly demonstrate that the assumption that non-ionizing 
radiation cannot cause cancer or other health effects is wrong. 
 



Also, health concerns for children may be greater than that for adults due to increased penetration of cell phone 
radiation within the brains of children. Simply ignoring the cancer data from the NTP studies is not in the 
interest of public health. 
 
These small cell towers are to start 5G services, but there had not been enough scientific studies on this 5G 
technology and 5G would use a combination of microwaves and millimeter waves, which are scientifically shown 
to harm people and nature. The 2 story home next to the pole in question on Parrott Dr is a state approved 
family daycare (facility#414001816)  with a capacity of 14 children under 5 years of age, who will be present a 
their daycare from 7am to 6pm.  And most homes within the vicinity have 2 or more children under the age of 
10 (when their development is most crucial) and the allowance of these not fully scientifically tested cell towers 
to be so close to these minors will most definitely cause a long term effect on our future generations.   
In addition Scientists 4 wired tech, did their own RF/MW radiation monitoring in Palo Alto where Verizon had 
placed their “small cell towers” at th location and the results peak levels of 4G/LTE RF/MW radiation are actually 

over 720,000 to 
1,230,000 
µW/m² 

 
 4. On p.9b of 
your staff report 
it stated, “staff 
determined that 
it will enhance 
services for the 
public…” and p. 
11, “these 

telecommunication facilities are for public health, safety, convenience and the welfare of the community… 
proposed facilities only contribute to verizon wireless’s clarity, range and capacity….etc to be utilized by 
residence, commuters”  
if the new small towers are serving the public, how come there are only opposition from the local public, the 
local residences and the local HOA’s.  The only group that I hear at these meetings agreeing to these cell towers 
are the big wireless corporations, and since these planning commissioners are the voice of the local voters and 
taxpayers, your decisions should benefit the local residences and not the cooperations. The applicant also 
havent’ verified the need for these mini towers according to the telecommunication zoining codes.   
 



5. The aesthetic appearance does not 
conform to the neighboring PG&E poles and 
these actual pictures show that it is more un-
pleasing than the one in the staff report. 
California state section 7901 states the use 
must be “in such manner and at such points 
as not to incommode the public use of the 
road…” The phrase “incommode the public 
use”in Section 7901 means “to unreasonably 
subject public use to inconvenience or 
discomfort; to unreasonably trouble, annoy, 
molest embarrass, inconvenience; to 
unreasonably hinder, impede, or obstruct the 
public use.” “Incomode” is “broad enough ‘to 
be inclusive of concerns related to the 
appearance of a facility’”, and therefore, 
Section 7901 does not prohibit local 
governments from denying applications for 
facilities in particular locations in the public 
right-of-way under Section 7901.  The 
aesthetic is embarrassing residence and 
cause discomfort due to the radiation 
affecting my child’s development.  please 
refer to T-Mobile West LLC v. City and County 
of San Francisco State appellate court 
decision.      
      
      
      
      
      
      
                  

6. According to Cal Fire’s website, this site in question is a very high fire hazard severity zone.  With history of the 
Santa Rosa Fire and the current Butte County fire sparked by PG&E electric poles and since cell towers generate 
microwaves and on 10/10/17 the la times post that “77 cell towers burned up or were damaged; they were not 
the source that lit the fires, but the feeder.” Also there is a great amount of cell towers that had sparked fires.  
Following is a picture of it.  This is definitely not the location to place the cell tower.   

 
 



Again, My position is to OPPOSE the permit to place small cell towers at this location because of a violation of the local 
regulation section 6512.2.I.2, the close proximity to tall homes where radiation frequency is going to be high at those 
nearby homes and the close proximity to a family day care with kid there from 7am-6pm, the nonconforming design of 
the tower to our existing electrical poles,it’s violation of Pub. Util. Code Section 7901 and the risk to spark fires at a very 
high risk fire zone. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Purpose of Report 

Site No. 483409 
I 175 Parrott Drive, San Mateo, California 

EnviroBusiness Inc. (dba EBI Consulting) has been contracted by Verizon Wireless to conduct radio 
frequency electromagnetic (RF-EME) modeling for Verizon Site 483409 located at 1175 Parrott Drive in 
San Mateo, California to determine RF-EME exposure levels from proposed Verizon wireless 
communications equipment at this site. As described in greater detail in Section 2.0 of this report, the 
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has developed Maximum Permissible Exposure (MPE) 
Limits for general public exposures and occupational exposures. This report summarizes the results of 
RF-EME modeling in relation to relevant FCC RF-EME compliance standards for limiting human 
exposure to RF-EME fields. 

Statement of Compliance 

A site is considered out of compliance with FCC regulations if there are areas that exceed the FCC 
exposure limits and there are no RF hazard mitigation measures in place. Any carrier which has an 
installation that contributes more than 5% of the applicable MPE must participate in mitigating these RF 
hazards. 

As presented in the sections below, based on worst-case predictive modeling, there are no modeled 
areas on any accessible ground-level walking/working surface related to the proposed antennas that 
exceed the FCC's occupational or general public exposure limits at this site. Additionally, there are 
areas where workers who may be elevated above the ground may be exposed to power densities 
greater than the occupational limits. Therefore, workers should be informed about the presence and 
locations of antennas and their associated fields. 

At the nearest walking/working surfaces to the Verizon antennas, the maximum power density 
generated by the Verizon antennas is approximately I 0.30 percent of the FCC's general public limit 
(2.06 percent of the FCC's occupational limit). 

Recommended control measures are outlined in Section 5.0 and within a Site Safety Plan (attached); this 
plan includes instructions to shut down and lockout!tagout this wireless equipment in accordance with 
Verizon's standard operating protocol. 

EBI Consulting + 21 B Street + Burlington, MA 01803 + 1.800.786.2346 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Radio frequency waves are electromagnetic waves from the portion of the electromagnetic spectrum at 
frequencies lower than visible light and microwaves. The wavelengths of radio waves range from 
thousands of meters to around 30 centimeters. These wavelengths correspond to frequencies as low as 
3 cycles per seconds (or hertz [Hz]) to as high as one gigahertz (one billion cycles per second). 

Personal Communication (PCS) facilities used by Verizon in this area operate within a frequency range 
of 700-2100 MHz. Facilities typically consist of: I) electronic transceivers (the radios or cabinets) 
connected to wired telephone lines; and 2) antennas that send the wireless signals created by the 
transceivers to be received by individual subscriber units (PC$ telephones). Transceivers are typically 
connected to antennas by coaxial cables. 

Because of the short wavelength of PCS services, the antennas require line-of-site paths for good 
propagation, and are typically installed a distance above ground level. Antennas are constructed to 
concentrate energy towards the horizon, with as little energy as possible scattered towards the ground 
or the sky. This design, combined with the low power of PCS facilities, generally results in no possibility 
for exposure to approach Maximum Permissible Exposure (MPE) levels, with the exception of in areas in 
the immediate vicinity of the antennas. 

MPE limits do not represent levels where a health risk exists, since they are designed to provide a 
substantial margin of safety. These limits apply for continuous exposures and are intended to provide a 
prudent margin of safety for all persons, regardless of age, gender, size or health. 

2.0 SITE DESCRIPTION 

This project site includes one (I) wireless telecommunication antenna on a utility pole located at 1175 
Parrott Drive in San Mateo, California. 

Verizon Antenna Information (proposed Configuration) 

Transmit 
Feet 

Antenna # and Frequency #of Gain above z 
Model Transmitters 

Power Azimuth 
Ground 

X y 
(feet) (MHz) (Watts) (dBd) 

(CL) 

AI Amphenol 700 2 60 35° 10.35 
46.92 30 30 44.92 

CUUT070X 12Fxyz0 2100 2 60 155° 14.05 

The FCC guidelines incorporate two separate tiers of exposure limits that are based upon occupat
ional/controlled exposure limits (for workers) and general population/uncontrolled exposure limits for 
members of the general public that may be exposed to antenna fields. While access to this site is 
considered uncontrolled, the analysis has considered exposures with respect to both controlled and 
uncontrolled limits as an untrained worker may access adjacent rooftop locations. Additional 
information regarding controlled/uncontrolled exposure limits is provided in Section 3.0. Appendix B 
presents a site safety plan that provides a plan view of the utility pole with antenna locations. 

3.0 FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION (FCC) REQUIREMENTS 

The FCC has established Maximum Permissible Exposure (MPE) limits for human exposure to 
Radiofrequency Electromagnetic (RF-EME) energy fields, based on exposure limits recommended by the 
National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements (NCRP) and, over a wide range of 
frequencies, the exposure limits developed by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc. 
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(IEEE) and adopted by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) to replace the 1982 ANSI 
guidelines. Limits for localized absorption are based on recommendations of both ANSI/IEEE and 
NCRP. 

The FCC guidelines incorporate two separate tiers of exposure limits that are based upon 
occupational/controlled exposure limits (for workers) and general public/uncontrolled exposure limits 
for members of the general public. 

Occupational/controlled exposure limits apply to situations in which persons are exposed as a 
consequence of their employment and in which those persons who are exposed have been made fully 
aware of the potential for exposure and can exercise control over their exposure. Occupational/ 
controlled exposure limits also apply where exposure is of a transient nature as a result of incidental 
passage through a location where exposure levels may be above general public/uncontrolled limits (see 
below), as long as the exposed person has been made fully aware of the potential for exposure and can 
exercise control over his or her exposure by leaving the area or by some other appropriate means. 

General public/uncontrolled exposure limits apply to situations in which the general public may be 
exposed or in which persons who are exposed as a consequence of their employment may not be made 
fully aware of the potential for exposure or cannot exercise control over their exposure. Therefore, 
members of the general public would always be considered under this category when exposure is not 
employment-related, for example, in the case of a telecommunications tower that exposes persons in a 
nearby residential area. 

Table I and Figure I (below), which are included within the FCC's OET Bulletin 65, summarize the MPE 
limits for RF emissions. These limits are designed to provide a substantial margin of safety. They vary 
by frequency to take into account the different types of equipment that may be in operation at a 
particular facility and are "time-averaged" limits to reflect different durations resulting from controlled 
and uncontrolled exposures. 

The FCC's MPEs are measured in terms of power (mW) over a unit surface area (cm2). Known as the 
power density, the FCC has established an occupational MPE of 5 milliwatts per square centimeter 
(mW/cm2) and an uncontrolled MPE of I mW/cm2 for equipment operating in the 1900 MHz frequency 

range. For the Verizon equipment operating at 700 MHz or 850 MHz, the FCC's occupational MPE is 
2.83 mW/cm2 and an uncontrolled MPE of 0.57 mW/cm2. These limits are considered protective of 
these populations. 

Table I: Limits for Maximum Permissible Exposure (MPE) 

(A) Limits for Occupational/Controlled Exposure 

Frequency Range Electric Field Magnetic Field Power Density (S) 
Averaging Time 

(MHz) Strength (E) Strength (H) 
(mW/cm2

) 
[E]2

, [H]l, or S 
(V/m) (Aim) (minutes) 

0.3-3.0 614 1.63 (100)* 6 

3.0-30 1842/f 4.89/f (900W)* 6 

30-300 61 .4 0.163 1.0 6 

300-1,500 -- -- f/300 6 

I ,500- 1 00,000 -- -- 5 6 

(B) Limits for General Public/Uncontrolled Exposure 
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Frequency Range Electric Field Magnetic Field Power Density (S) 
(MHz) Strength (E) Strength (H) 

(mW/cm2
) (V/m) (Aim) 

0.3-1 .34 614 1.63 (I 00)* 
1.34-30 824/f 2.19/f (180/f)* 
30-300 27.5 0.073 0.2 
300-1,500 -- -- f/ 1 ,500 
I ,500-1 00,000 -- -- 1.0 
f- Frequency m (MHz) 
* Plane-wave equivalent power density 

Figure 1. FCC Limits for Maximum Permissible Exposure (MPE) 

Plane-wave Equivalent Power Density 
1,000·~--~-~~--~--~-~~--~-~~ 

0.2 

- OccupatfOnai!Contro/Jed Exposure 

- - - - General Popula tion/Uncontrolled Exposure 

/ ,_--- _ , 

/ 
/ 

O. t .._ _ ___,,L,----'--!,---..,l,---~-___t-L~~.,..!.,~--'-_j 
0.03 0.3 1 3 30 300 13,000 30.000 i 300,000 

1.34 1,500 100,000 

Frequency (M Hz) 

Averaging Time 
[E]2

, [H]2
, or S 

(minutes) 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 

Based on the above, the most restrictive thresholds for ex posures of unlimited duration to RF energy 
for several personal wireless services are summarized below: 

Personal Wireless Service 
Approximate Occupational Public MPE 

Frequency MPE 
Personal Communication (PCS) 1,950 MHz 5.00 mW/cmT 1.00 mW/cm1 

Cellular Telephone 870 MHz 2.90 mW/cm1 0.58 mW/cm' 
Specialized Mobile Radio 855 MHz 2.85 mW/cm1 0.57 mW/cm' 
Most Restrictive Freq, Range 30-300 MHz 1.00 mW/cm1 0.20 mW/cm' 

MPE limits are designed to provide a substantial margin of safety. These limits apply for continuous 
exposures and are intended to provide a prudent margin of safety for all persons, regardless of age, 
gender, size, or health. 

Personal Communication (PCS) facilities used by Verizon in this area operate within a frequency range 
of 700-2100 MHz. Facilities typically consist of: I) electronic transceivers (the radios or cabinets) 
connected to wired telephone lines; and 2) antennas that send the wireless signals created by the 
transceivers to be received by individual subscriber units (PCS telephones). Transceivers are typically 
connected to antennas by coaxial cables. 

Because of the short wavelength of PCS services, the antennas require line-of-site paths for good 
propagation, and are typically installed above ground level. Antennas are constructed to concentrate 
energy towards the horizon, with as little energy as possible scattered towards the ground or the sky. 
This design, combined with the low power of PCS facilities, generally results in no possibility fo r 
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exposure to approach Maximum Permissible Exposure (MPE) levels, with the exception of areas directly 
in front of the antennas. 

4.0 WORST-CASE PREDICTIVE MODELING 

EBI has performed theoretical modeling using RooNiew® software to estimate the worst-case power 
density at the site ground-level and nearby rooftops resulting from operation of the antennas. 
RooNiew® is a widely-used predictive modeling program that has been developed by Richard Tell 
Associates to predict both near field and far field RF power density values for roof-top and tower 
telecommunications sites produced by vertical collinear antennas that are typically used in the cellular, 
PCS, paging and other communications services. The models utilize several operational specifications 
for different types of antennas to produce a plot of spatially-averaged power densities that can be 
expressed as a percentage of the applicable exposure limit. 

The modeling is based on worst-case assumptions for the number of antennas and transmitter power. 
The modeling assumes a maximum 4 radio configuration for Sector A with a power level of 48 dbM (60 
watts} per transmitter for 700 and 21 00 frequencies, in order to provide a worst-case evaluation of 
predicted MPE levels.The assumptions used in the modeling are based upon information provided by 
Verizon, and information gathered from other sources. The parameters used for the modeling are 
summarized in the RooNiew® export files presented in Appendix C. 

There are no other wireless carriers with equipment installed at this site. 

Based on worst-case predictive modeling, there are no modeled areas on any accessible ground-level 
walking/working surface related to the proposed Verizon antennas that exceed the FCC's occupational 
or general public exposure limits at this site. At the nearest walking/working surfaces to the Verizon 
antennas, the maximum power density generated by the Verizon antennas is approximately I 0.30 
percent of the FCC's general public limit (2.06 percent of the FCC's occupational limit). 

The Site Safety Plan also presents areas where Verizon Wireless antennas contribute greater than 5% of 
the applicable MPE limit for a site. A site is considered out of compliance with FCC regulations if there 
are areas that exceed the FCC exposure limits and there are no RF hazard mitigation measures in place. 
Any carrier which has an installation that contributes more than 5% of the applicable MPE must 
participate in mitigating these RF hazards. 

The inputs used in the modeling are summarized in the RooNiew® export file presented in Appendix C. 
A graphical representation of the RooNiew® modeling results is presented in Appendix B. It should be 
noted that RooNiew is not suitable for modeling microwave dish antennas; however, these units are 
designed for point-to-point operations at the elevations of the installed equipment rather than ground 
level coverage. 
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5.0 MITIGATION/SITE CONTROL OPTIONS 

Site No. 483409 
1175 Parrott Drive, San Mateo, California 

EBI's modeling indicates that there are no areas in front of the Verizon antennas that exceed the FCC 
standards for occupational or general public exposure. All exposures above the FCC's safe limits require 
that individuals be elevated above the ground. In order to alert people accessing the pole, a Caution sign 
is recommended for installation approximately 12 feet below the antenna facing the street. 

There are no barriers recommended on this site. 

These protocols and recommended control measures have been summarized and included with a 
graphic representation of the antennas and associated signage and control areas in a RF-EME Site Safety 
Plan, which is included as Appendix B. Individuals and workers accessing the roof should be provided 
with a copy of the attached Site Safety Plan, made aware of the posted signage, and signify their 
understanding of the Site Safety Plan. 

Implementation of the signage recommended in the Site Safety Plan and in this report will bring this site 
into compliance with the FCC's rules and regulations. 

6.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

EBI has prepared a Radiofrequency - Electromagnetic Energy (RF-EME) Compliance Report for 
telecommunications equipment installed by Verizon Site Number 483409 located at I 175 Parrott Drive 
in San Mateo, California to determine worst-case predicted RF-EME exposure levels from wireless 
communications equipment installed at this site. This report summarizes the results of RF-EME 
modeling in relation to relevant Federal Communications Commission (FCC) RF-EME compliance 
standards for limiting human exposure to RF-EME fields. 

As presented in the sections above, based on the FCC criteria, there are no modeled areas on any 
accessible ground-level walking/working surface related to the proposed antennas that exceed the FCC's 
occupational or general public exposure limits at this site. Workers should be informed about the 
presence and locations of antennas and their associated fields . Recommended control measures are 
outlined in Section 5.0 and within a Site Safety Plan (attached); this plan includes procedures to shut 
down and lockout!tagout this wireless equipment in accordance with Verizon's standard operating 
protocol. 

7.0 LIMITATIONS 

This report was prepared for the use of Verizon Wireless. It was performed in accordance with 
generally accepted practices of other consultants undertaking similar studies at the same time and in the 
same locale under like circumstances. The conclusions provided by EBI are based solely on the 
information provided by the client. The observations in this report are valid on the date of the 
investigation. Any additional information that becomes available concerning the site should be provided 
to EBI so that our conclusions may be revised and modified, if necessary. This report has been prepared 
in accordance with Standard Conditions for Engagement and authorized proposal, both of which are 
integral parts of this report. No other warranty, expressed or implied, is made. 
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Appendix A 

Certifications 

Site No. 483409 
I 175 Parrott Drive, San Mateo, California 
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Reviewed and Approved by: 

sealed 16feb2018 

Michael McGuire 
Electrical Engineer 

I 175 Parrott Dr, San Mateo, CA 

Note that EBI's scope of work is limited to an evaluation of the Radio Frequency - Electromagnetic Energy (RF
EME) field generated by the antennas and broadcast equipment noted in th is report. The engineering and design of 
the structure, as well as the impact of the antennas and broadcast equipment on the structural integrity of the 
structure, are specifically excluded from EBI's scope of wot·k. 

EBI Cons u lt i ng 
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Preparer Certification 

I, Andrew Simpson, state that: 

Site No. 483409 
I 175 Parrott Drive, San Mateo, California 

• I am an employee of EnviroBusiness Inc. (d/b/a EBI Consulting), which provides RF-EME safety 
and compliance services to the wireless communications industry. 

• I have successfully completed RF-EME safety training, and I am aware of the potential hazards 
from RF-EME and would be classified "occupational" under the FCC regulations. 

• I am fully aware of and familiar with the Rules and Regulations of both the Federal Communications 
Commissions (FCC) and the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) with regard to 
Human Exposure to Radio Frequency Radiation. 

• I have reviewed the data provided by the client and incorporated it into this Site Compliance 
Report such that the information contained in this report is true and accurate to the best of my 
knowledge. 
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Appendix B 

Site No. 483409 
I 175 Parrott Drive, San Mateo, California 

Radio Frequency Electromagnetic Energy 

Safety I Signage Plans 
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% FCC Public Exposure Limit 

Exposure Level ~ 5,000 

500 < Exposure Level S 5,000 

I 00 < Exposure Level s 500 

Verixon Antennas 

1~0' 

Roofview: Composite Exposure Levels 
Facility Operator: Ve rizon Wireless 

Site Name: SF Highlands Baywood Park 005 

Verizon Site Number: 483409 

Report Date: 02-15-18 



% FCC Public Exposure Limit 

II Exposur e Level > 5 

II Exposure Level s 5 

*Ground Level Simulation 

II Veriz:on Antennas 

Roofview: Verizon Exposure Levels 
Facility Operator: Verizon Wireless 

Site Name: SF Highlands Baywood Park 005 

Verizon Site Number: 483409 

Report Date: 02- 15-18 
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Verizon Signage Plan Site No. 483409 

Sign Image 

. . . 
.......... ,.~ ..., .... __ .. _....,. _ 

((")} ~---

'-- -

Description 

No tice To Worke rs 
Informational sign, used to notify workers that there 
are active antennas installed and provide guidelines 
for working in RF environments. 

NOC Information Sign 
Informational sign with NOC Phone Number and 
Base Transceiver Station (BTS) Number 

Blue Notice Sign 
Used to alert individuals that they are entering an 
area where the power densi ty emitted from 
transmitting antennas exceeds the FCC's maximum 
permissible exposure limit for the general public but 
is less than the occupational exposure limit. 

Yell o w Caution Sign 
Used to alert individuals that they are entering an 
area where the power density emitted from 
transmitting antennas may exceed the FCC's 
maximum permissible exposure limit for the general 
public and the occupational exposure limit. 

Re d Warning S ign 
Used to alert individuals that they are entering an 
area where the power density emitted from the 
transmitting is substantially above the FCC's 
maximum permissible limit for occupational exposure 
(greater than ten times the Occupat ional limit). 

I 17 C: D.,rrott Drive, San Mateo, California 

*Post 12' Be low 
Antenna Level 
Facing Street 
(Avoid Line 

~ON 

Post ing Instructions 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 

Securely post 12' below the 
antenna in a manner 
conspicuous to all individuals 
entering thereon as indicated 
in the signage plan. 

N/A 

Sector A I 

" ....5 

\ 
~· 

II Verizon Antennas 

Required Signage 

Not Required. 

Not Required. 

Not Required. 

Post 12' Below Antenna Level Facing Street 

Not Required. 
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Appendix C 

Roofview® Export File 



Rrution 
Roof Max lRoof MIX) M1p MIX 'Y M1p Mu XV Off~t X Offset Number of envelope 

J20 120 140 140 20 20 1 SAES81:$£"SAE$8t.SETS200 

Standtrd Method Upt1tne Sule F.nolowThr lowC~r MidThr MKf Colot HiThr Hi Color Over Color ApHt Mult Ap Ht Method 

4 2 1 1 100 1 SOD 4 SOOO 2 J 1.S 1 

O.to It is adv•S~ble to provKte 1n 10 (il'it 1) for 111 1ntenNs 
(MHZ) TflnS Trans Coox c ... Other Input C•k (ft) (ft) (ft) (ft) dBd BWdth Upt.me ON 

10 N .... e Freq Power Count len Type lou Power Power Mfl Model X y Tyo< ... , G•on PtOir Profile "'' VZWA1 LT£ 700 60 10 0 Amphenol CUUT070X 30 30 44.92 10.35 82;JS ON• 

VZWA1 LT£ 2100 60 10 Amphenol CUUT070X 30 30 44.92 14.05 74;JS ON• 

VZWA1 LT£ 700 60 10 Arnphenol CUUT070X 30 30 44.92 10.35 82; 155 ON• 
VZWA l LTE 2100 60 1 0 Arnphenol CUUT070X 30 30 44.92 14.05 74;155 ON • 

10111 

Syrn M1 p M1rk1RoofX RoofY Map l a bel Oescnption ( notes fo r this table only) 

Syrn 5 35 AC Unit Sample symbols 
Sym 14 5 Roof Access 

Sym 45 5 AC Unit 
Sym 45 20 ladder 
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BY E-MAIL  JWANG@MODUS-CORP.COM 

April 12, 2019 

Modus, LLC 
240 Stockton Street, Third Floor 
San Francisco, California  94108 

Re:  Comments on EBI Report for Verizon Small Cell on Parrott Drive 

To Whom It May Concern: 

As requested, we have reviewed the “Radio Frequency – Electromagnetic Energy (RF-EME) 
Jurisdictional Report” dated February 15, 2018, prepared by EBI Consulting, analyzing RF 
exposure conditions for the Verizon Wireless small cell (Site No. 483409 “Highlands Baywood 
Park 005”) proposed to be installed on top of the utility pole at 1175 Parrott Drive in 
unincorporated San Mateo County, near the City of San Mateo.  That report gives the following 
result from EBI’s calculations: 
 • 10.30% of the FCC public limit for a person at ground below the antenna 

EBI performs its calculations with a commercial spreadsheet that does not account for the actual 
signal patterns of antennas, so we would expect different results compared with our more 
precise calculations.  For instance, we reported in our study dated January 10, 2019, a maximum 
calculated level at ground of 1.1% of the public limit, much less than the figure reported by EBI 
and much more in line with actual levels, based on thousands of measurements at similar sites.   

We note that EBI made no apparent effort to calculate exposure level at the nearby houses.   
In our analysis, we account for the actual building locations, as well as for the fact that the 
terrain in this neighborhood is not flat.  For this proposal, the nearest building is the residence  
at 1175 Parrott Drive, about 35 feet from the pole, and we had reported the maximum calculated 
exposure level at any residence to be 0.49% at the public limit. 

Thus, the EBI report correctly concludes that the Verizon small cell operation will comply with 
the FCC exposure limits; it just does not characterize anticipated conditions well. 

We appreciate the opportunity to review this material.  Please let us know if any further 
questions arise. 

Sincerely yours, 
 
 
 
William F. Hammett, P.E.  
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